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 DISCLAIMER 

 With any physical activity comes the risk of injury. Galaxy Awaits LARP accepts no liability for personal injury; 

 play at your own risk. Galaxy Awaits LARP accepts no liability for any lost, stolen, or damaged property. Some 

 rules require use of expensive props/electronics, these will be used at your own risk. Participation in Galaxy 

 Awaits-sanctioned events or use of the Galaxy Awaits rules or mechanics for any reason is voluntary and 

 constitutes acceptance of these terms. 

 TRIGGER WARNING 

 Galaxy Awaits LARP is a game with action, violence and adult themes, simulated military combat, sound and 

 lighting effects, strong language, fake blood and gore, and staged stunts to enhance realism. By playing 

 Galaxy Awaits LARP, you are consenting to being touched by the hand on your shoulder, hands, and feet as 

 well as being tapped by foam weapons and hit by foam darts. 

 You must be at least 18 years or older to play Galaxy Awaits, no exceptions. 

 If you have questions, please  Contact Us  ! 
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 OUR GAME 
 What is LARP? 
 Live action role-play is a form of game where 

 the participants physically act out their 

 characters' actions. The players pursue goals 

 within a fictional setting represented by the 

 real world while interacting with each other in 

 character. The outcome of player actions are 

 mediated by game rules as described herein, 

 or determined by consensus among players. 

 Events 
 Our LARP consists of weekend events held at a 

 campsite with heated cabins, a dining hall, and 

 about 10 acres of game play space. Our event 

 schedule and campsite details are listed on 

 our website under  Events  . 

 Player Driven 
 This is primarily a Character vs Character 

 game with optional Staff-written story 

 elements. Players drive the story through their 

 characters, engaging in intrigue, espionage, 

 conflicts, and combat with each other. This is 

 NOT a game to wait for a story to come to you, 

 you must find your entertainment  . Stay in 

 your room and you may be bored. Your level 

 of entertainment is up to you and only you. 
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 Combat Style 
 Galaxy Awaits uses the ‘light touch’ combat 

 method to simulate battles between 

 characters in a realistic, yet safe manner. 

 Using foam swords designed for LARPing and 

 foam dart blasters (Nerf), expect to be 

 touched by these items with a tap hard 

 enough to feel yet light enough to not hurt. 

 360 Degree Illusion 
 WYSIWYG, In-Game (IG) 

 ‘What you see is what you get’ means 

 everything and everyone you see within the 

 gameplay area is to be considered ‘in the 

 game’ or In-Game (IG). Narration is not used, 

 never describe to someone what they see. Use 

 actions, props, decoration, etc. to create a 

 visual and physical simulation that requires as 

 little imagination as possible to immerse you 

 and other players into the game world. 

 Of course, some imagination is needed to 

 pretend a foam lightsaber is a real lightsaber, 

 or a friend wearing a creature mask is a real 

 alien. But if you cannot represent an end 

 result using actions, props, decoration, or 

 costume, then you cannot do it. 

 Stay In-Game as much as possible during 

 Game Hours.  Unless you’re in an OOG Area, 

 anything you say while speaking In-Game or 

 Out-of-Game can be taken IG by other players. 

 Out-Of-Game 
 Breaking Character, Out of Character 

 When you are not In-Game during Game 

 Hours, you are Out-of-Game (OOG). IG players 

 will not interact with you and do not interrupt 

 IG players except for the following reasons: 
 ●  An emergency or active Stand Down 

 ●  Point out a safety hazard 

 ●  Ask a rules / game question 

 ●  Remind a player of proper rules play 

 ●  A non-serious medical / personal matter 

 ●  You are sleeping OOG 

 ●  Your character is dead / removed from play 

 and your headed to Mission Control 

 OOG Indicators 
 ●  Wear OOG logo clothing 

 ●  Wear an orange headband 

 ●  Hold up crossed fingers 

 ●  Hold a weapon above your head 

 OOG Areas 
 ●  Gravel Parking Lot 

 ●  Logistics, while open 

 ●  Mission Control Cabins 

 ●  Bathrooms 

 ●  Under bunk storage 

 Sleeping OOG 
 Reserved for those who require undisturbed rest 

 for medical reasons. If you wish to sleep OOG, 

 please inform Staff, then tie an orange ribbon 

 visibly to the foot post of your bunk along with a 

 ‘do not disturb’ sign that you provide. 
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 Costume 
 A Star Wars appropriate costume is required 

 in In-Game areas during Game Hours. 

 At minimum, please wear plain clothing 

 without logos, prints, or patterns. 

 Putting together a costume doesn’t have to be 

 expensive or complicated. Check out our social 

 media and event photos on our website for 

 ideas. Feel free to post on our Facebook group 

 or Discord server if you need help. 

 Props 
 These objects help build the believability of 

 living in the Star Wars universe. Some props 

 are required to represent a Tagged item. No 

 matter what material is used, props should 

 look as close to screen accurate, or as we 

 describe, as possible. 

 Cabin 
 A Cabin is where you sleep for the weekend 

 and the place your Character calls home. 

 Cabins are In-Game spaces, often used for 

 private conversations, and should be 

 decorated. You may be staying with up to 7 

 other players to coordinate with to make your 

 Cabin an amazing space to game in! 

 ●  Cover Your Bunk and Window 
 A plain, solid color sheet of fabric, such as a 

 king bed sheet, to cover your bunk from ceiling 

 to floor, head to foot. A twin bed sheet will 

 cover a window. 

 Colors and patterns must be similar to what’s 

 seen in Star Wars media. Do not use real world 

 religious and cultural designs, popular artwork 

 (sorry, no Yoda sheets), or Star Wars symbols 

 from the future of the game timeline (i.e. First 

 Order, etc). 

 Empire cabins are restricted to plain solid 

 black, white, gray, and red fabrics to create a 

 uniform Imperial look. 

 ●  Food and Drinks 
 Food and drinks must be served in In-Game 

 containers, and kept out of sight under your 

 bunk while stored in their original packaging. 

 ●  Out-of-Game Storage 
 Your personal belongings and Out-of-Game 

 items must be stored out of the way under 

 your bunk / under bunk drawers. 

 Per campsite rules, we are not allowed to use 

 anything that will damage the cabins such as 

 pushpins, tacks, duct tape, packing tape, etc. 

 Painters tape is allowed for the walls and 

 packing tape on glass. Windows have curtain 

 rods. Some cabins feature eyelets in the 

 ceiling to hang fabric from using “S” hooks 

 with clips, clamps, etc. 

 Interior cabin lighting can be pretty bright. You 

 can bring lamps, lanterns, rope lights, etc. to 

 provide dimmer lighting. Do not replace the 

 ceiling bulbs, either leave them off or safely 

 cover them with decorations. Leave the 

 outside porch lights as is for safety. 
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 SAFETY 
 ALL SAFETY POLICIES > Our website >  Rules & Policies  (link) 

 You are REQUIRED to read our Policies in full before attending our events 

 Safety of our players is of the utmost 

 importance. All participants are expected to 

 adhere to our policies. 

 Stand Down 
 Pause the Game 

 If you hear someone call out “STAND DOWN!”, 

 immediately stop what you’re doing, stay 

 where you are, and refrain from talking. Stand 

 Down is used when there’s a possible injury, 

 or an immediate danger, that must be 

 addressed by a Staff member. Anyone can call 

 a Stand Down, but only Staff can resume the 

 game by calling out “3, 2, 1, Lay On!” 

 Touching 
 Touching another player without their express 

 permission is not allowed EXCEPT: 

 ●  Combat 
 Touched by a foam weapon, or shot with a 

 foam dart. 

 ●  Effects 
 Touched on the hand, shoulder, or ankle when 

 a character is using an effect on your character. 

 If you absolutely do not want to be touched, 

 see  Non-Combatant  under Combat. 
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 Physical, Choreographed, Role-Play 
 ●  Request: “Do you accept physical 

 role-play?” Describe your intent. 

 You must ask the player’s permission, 

 describing what you intend to do, before 

 touching them.  As an option, you may 

 engage in physical contact beyond Combat 

 and Effects described above. Such contact 

 might include picking up a player for real, 

 slapping them across the face, or body 

 slamming them. You and the other person 

 may rehearse before the event to perform a 

 choreographed scene. The intent isn’t to make 

 the game unsafe, but to allow folks to 

 role-play with trusted friends for an added 

 touch of realism within their personal limits. 

 Though such realism is nice, please be safe! 

 Fire & Flashlights 
 ●  Real fire in designated fireplaces and fire pits 

 are permitted with someone tending at all 

 times. You must bring your own firewood. 

 ●  Contact Combat is not allowed within 10 feet of 

 an open, real, fire, use Parlor Combat. 

 ●  Real flame candles and lamps are not allowed. 

 Use LED instead. 

 Flashlights 
 ●  Use red, orange, blue, or green light only for 

 lanterns, head lamps, and flashlights. 

 ●  LEDs for deco, props, and weapons can be any 

 color except white. 

 ●  White, bright flashlights and LEDs are used in 

 OOG emergencies only. 

 PLAYER CONDUCT  (link) 

 Our goal is to ensure the safety and well-being 

 of our community with mutually understood 

 expectations on: 
 ●  Themes 

 ●  Illegal Activities 

 ●  Behavior 

 ●  Respect Staff 

 ●  Alcohol 

 RIGHTS OF LARP  (link) 
 ●  You have the right not to be judged in real life 

 due to the actions of your character. 

 ●  You have the right to step away from any 

 In-Game situation if you feel uncomfortable. 

 ●  You have the right to leave Galaxy Awaits if 

 you feel you cannot continue playing for any 

 reason. 

 OK CHECK-IN  (link) 

 The OK Check-In is a method to ensure all 

 parties are emotionally okay, and how to 

 signal a need for negotiation or care. 

 Instructions in the link. 

 CHEATING  (link) 

 Cheating the rules and the game’s intent for 

 your benefit is not fun for anyone else. Don’t 

 do it. We will not tolerate it. Common practices 

 of cheating include but are not limited to: 
 ●  Gibbering 

 ●  Machine Gunning 

 ●  Metagaming 

 ●  Rhino-hiding 

 ●  Turtling 
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 CHARACTER 
 CHARACTER MANAGER ONLINE 

 Our website > Login > Profile >  My Characters  (link) 

 The Character Manager tool will guide you 

 through the creation process of: 

 1.  Complete a Chain Code 
 Species, Faction, Job, and In-Game data records 

 about your Character 

 2.  Select Skills and Techniques 
 First Skill is Free 

 5 Build Points to select Skills / Techniques 

 Tag-producing Skills / Techniques are limited to 2: 

 Cyberneticist, Manufacturer, Scientist, Holocron, 

 and Force Craft. Lightsaber and Security are not 

 included in this limitation. 

 3.  Select Tags (Gear) 
 2,000 Credits to select Tags from Tag Store 

 Tags are small papers attached to specific prop 

 items to indicate the item does something special. 

 See General Rules > Tags. Galaxy Awaits provides 

 the Tag, you provide the prop. 

 New Characters – select ANY Tag 

 Returning Characters – select from Tags 

 determined by Tag-producing Skills / Techniques. 

 The online Character Manager contains 

 additional information, where applicable. 
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 Advancement 
 Player Points (PP) 

 As you play the game, you earn PP to add 

 Skills and Techniques to your Characters. PP 

 cannot be transferred to other players. Spent 

 PP is lost when that Character dies. 

 Primary Character (PC) 
 Your main Character you’re expected to play 

 for the entirety of an event. Your Primary is 

 registered for events, and has access to the 

 Holonet and other benefits. 

 Backup Character 
 If your Primary Character is removed from 

 play, you can switch to your Backup Character. 

 If you want to play your Backup, log in to the 

 website, change the Backup to Primary to gain 

 access to the Holonet. You will not get Tags 

 from Logistics until the next event. 

 Character Interactions 
 Your Primary, Backup, and NPC Characters 

 cannot deliberately benefit or know each 

 other. Attempts to circumvent this by using 

 intermediary characters is cheating. While it is 

 possible for one of your characters to end up 

 with such an item or information through 

 innocent interactions, it should be avoided. 

 Character Switching 
 You must play your Primary character a 

 minimum of one (1) hour before you can play 

 your Backup character, and vice versa. NPCs 

 are played for a time given by Mission Control. 

 To switch, remain IG until you reach an  OOG 

 Area  to change costumes and gear. 

 ●  This cannot be used to escape players 

 actively  interacting with you  , i.e. chasing, 

 interrogating, combat, talking, etc. You 

 must reach a Game Boundary at the edge 

 of camp,  NOT  an OOG Area. 

 Chance of Recourse 
 If your Character commits a crime, other 

 Characters may want retribution and/or a 

 chance to retrieve their stolen goods. Give 

 them the chance by leaving stolen items in IG 

 areas until the end of the event, or stay IG 

 longer than you need to. Play the villain later 

 at the same event, or at the next event, 

 carrying any stolen items on your person. Your 

 Character can conceal their identity using 

 Cosmetic Surgery, creating a False Chain Code, 

 and of course, wearing different clothing. 
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 Non-Player Character (NPC) 

 An NPC is a Character created by Mission 

 Control Staff to serve a variety of purposes 

 throughout the game, from conveying plot to 

 random combatants. NPCs are played by 

 Mission Control Staff, and by players who 

 volunteer. If you wish to volunteer, there are 

 several ways you can do so. 

 “Port Authority is in need of additional 

 security. Volunteers are asked to report to 

 Mission Control for assignment within the 

 next [time frame].” 
 If you hear or read this statement, Mission Control 

 is seeking players to play NPCs immediately for 1-4 

 hours. If you volunteer, you will earn 300 credits 

 each hour, rounded to the nearest hour. 

 Walk-in Random  Crew Expedition  Casted Character  Full Time NPC 

 When you see the Open 
 sign ON at Mission 
 Control camp, walk in, 
 snag an NPC envelope, 
 change costumes, and 
 go out for a bit! 

 Choose between 
 role-play Atmospheric 
 NPCs to add some flair 
 to the town, or Combat 
 instigating NPCs meant 
 to die repeatedly at the 
 hands of the Player 
 Characters. 

 Walk in while the Open 
 sign is ON 

 Time: approx. 1-4 hours 

 Earn 300 credits each 
 hour, rounded to the 
 nearest hour 

 Gather 3 to 5 of your 
 friends to go play NPCs 
 together as a group! 

 The NPCs you play may 
 be for a planned battle 
 or other story-related 
 encounter. Before the 
 event, you and your 
 group will be working 
 with the MC team to 
 plan out the characters 
 and goals. 

 Contact Mission Control 
 BEFORE the event 

 Time: approx. 1-4 hours 

 Earn 2,100 - 3,500 
 credits based on the 
 size of your group 

 Be part of the story! 
 Help further the plot! 

 The Mission Control 
 team will create a single 
 NPC tailored for you to 
 play for a short time 
 during an event. This 
 character will play a vital 
 role in conveying the 
 story to the players. 
 Before the event, work 
 with the MC team on 
 character personality, 
 goals, and costuming. 

 Contact Mission Control 
 BEFORE the event 

 Time: approx. 1-4 hours 

 Earn 1,000 credits 

 Spend the weekend playing 
 a variety of characters 
 created by the Mission 
 Control team! These 
 characters may be for 
 role-play or for combat or 
 both. Arrive with a base 
 layer of black clothing and a 
 willingness to swap between 
 provided costumes and 
 makeup. 

 Contact Mission Control 
 BEFORE the event 

 Time: all event 

 Earn 4 Player Points 

 $30 Ticket, FREE Meal Plan 
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 Species: ALIEN 

 An alien is a humanocentric biological term to 

 describe a sentient species other than a 

 Human. It is often used interchangeably with 

 the term Non-Human. Since Humans are the 

 most prominent sentient species, they are 

 often considered to be a standard or average 

 to which the biology, psychology, and culture 

 of other species are compared. Thus species 

 with a body type roughly similar to Humans 

 are often referred to as humanoid. Aliens are 

 oftentimes victims of speciesism, being 

 derided and avoided by Humans in certain 

 societies, especially the Empire where aliens 

 are often not allowed to become Imperial 

 citizens and are treated as second class. 

 Playing An Alien 
 Playing an Alien requires a realistic 

 mask/makeup. Galaxy Awaits only allows 

 humanoid Aliens that can be comfortably and 

 safely played at a weekend LARP. 

 List of Playable Aliens  (link) 

 Ability 
 Aliens are known to have special abilities that 

 humans do not. These Abilities are included in 

 the List of Playable Aliens. As an Alien, you 

 automatically gain the use of the Ability, 

 named after a Skill or Technique found herein. 

 The Force 
 Aliens are living beings and as such, the Force 

 flows through them. Alien Characters may 

 choose the Force-sensitive Skill. 
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 Species: DROID 

 Droids are mechanical beings often possessing 

 artificial intelligence. They are used in a variety 

 of roles and environments, and are obedient, 

 rugged, and expandable. This lack of 

 autonomy is both an asset in terms of 

 obedience and control, but a massive 

 drawback in terms of effectiveness. While 

 many droids are subservient to an organic, 

 some are completely independent, 

 free-thinking individuals. Droid names are an 

 arrangement of numbers and letters, such as 

 C3-PO, but independent droids may use 

 organic sounding nicknames. 

 Playing A Droid 
 Playing a Droid requires a realistic mask and 

 full body costuming. Galaxy Awaits only allows 

 humanoid Droids that can be comfortably and 

 safely played at a weekend LARP. Shadow 

 costumes (you wear black underneath thinned 

 costume pieces) are allowed by Staff approval 

 only. RC robots cannot be Characters. 

 Advantages 
 ●  Programmable 

 Droids are limited to 6 Skills and 3 Techniques, but 

 have the ability to change those selections at any 

 time online once the slots are purchased. 

 ●  Mental Immunity 
 Without costing FP, say “Resist” to ignore Mental 

 attacks EXCEPT Memory Wipe. Memory Wipe 

 requires the use of Resist Mental to ignore, and can 

 be reversed with Data Recovery Nanites. 

 Vulnerability 
 ●  Lightning Susceptibility 

 When struck by a Lightning effect as denoted in the 

 Sig Call such as “4 Lightning”, Droids suffer the Pain 

 Effect. 

 The Force 
 Force Points for a Droid is referred to as 

 ‘Power’ In-Game. Droids cannot use Force 

 Skills, Force Techniques, Holocrons, or Relics. 
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 Species: GHOST 
 Your Character cannot begin as a Ghost 

 A Ghost is the spirit of a Force-sensitive who 

 learned the Force Ghost Technique before 

 they died. Both Light and Dark side 

 Force-sensitives can become a Ghost, yet do 

 so for different reasons. Light Side spirits tend 

 to act as mentors to future generations. Many 

 tend to assist their padawans and living 

 relatives who have shown Force abilities. Dark 

 Side spirits are manifestations of their hate 

 fueled hotter by their death. In an attempt to 

 cheat death, Dark spirits always seek a way to 

 return to the living and exist as they did in life. 

 Playing A Ghost 
 Ghosts are visible to everyone. Playing a Ghost 

 requires the same costuming of your 

 Character when they died, with additional 

 makeup to appear pale and gaunt. 

 Qui-Gon Jinn,  Obi-Wan Kenobi  ©Lucasfilm 

 The Force 
 Ghosts can use only Force Skills and 

 Techniques limited to Scan, Mental, Status, 

 and Cure Effects using only the Gesture 

 delivery method. 

 Advantages 
 ●  Intangible 

 Without costing FP, say "Resist" to ignore Status and 

 normal Damage attacks (not Fire and Lightning). 

 Additionally without costing FP, open and close any 

 door ignoring Security Locks and Padlocks. You can 

 eat and drink. 

 Vulnerabilities 
 ●  Element Susceptibility 

 When struck by a Fire or Lightning effect as denoted 

 in the Sig Call such as “4 Lightning”, Ghosts must 

 have the Deflect Skill to resist the damage. 

 ●  Intangible 
 You cannot carry or use props, weapons, Tagged 

 items, and Armor. You cannot touch anyone or 

 anything, except as listed under Advantages. 

 ●  No Death Count 
 If you’re not healed at least 1 HP by the end of 

 Knock Out, skip Death and go instantly OOG to 

 Character Switch. The Ghost character cannot be 

 played again. 
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 Species: HUMAN 

 Humans are the galaxy's most numerous and 

 politically dominant sentient species with 

 millions of major and minor colonies 

 galaxy-wide. Believed to have originated on 

 the galactic capital of Coruscant, humans can 

 be found anywhere engaged in the many 

 different pursuits the galaxy has to offer. Since 

 Humans are the most common sentient 

 species, they are considered the average to 

 which the biology, psychology, and culture of 

 other species are compared. 

 Near-Humans possess no ability, though some 

 may have minor physical abilities such as 

 breathing underwater. Near-Humans look like 

 Humans, but may have blue skin, or multiple 

 limbs, or horns, and the like. 

 Playing A Human 
 Humans have no makeup requirements. 

 Playing an Near-Human requires a realistic 

 mask/makeup.  Galaxy Awaits only allows 

 humanoid Near-Humans that can be 

 comfortably played at a weekend LARP. 

 List of Playable Near-Humans  (link) 

 The Force 
 Humans are living beings and as such, the 

 Force flows through them. Human Characters 

 may choose the Force-sensitive Skill. 
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 FACTIONS 

 All Characters must belong to a Faction. Being 

 a member of a Faction determines your 

 Character’s place in the galaxy as well as 

 possible goals and intent. 

 Faction Contact 
 An NPC played frequently at events who meets 

 with Faction members to offer Missions and 

 other related In-Game information. Not all 

 members may be reached due to the free 

 roaming nature of the game. 

 If you need to reach your Faction Contact, 

 don't go to Mission Control. Stay IG and use 

 the Comms on the  Holonet  , or use your 

 walkie-talkie radio. The MCs monitor and 

 answer incoming communications from both 

 sources. If there is no answer right away, 

 please be patient and keep trying. 

 ●  Radio Channel 1 - General / All Players 

 ●  Radio Channel 2 - Empire Faction Contact 

 ●  Radio Channel 3 - Rebel Faction Contact 

 ●  Radio Channel 4 - Selvarin Faction Contact 

 ●  Radio Channel 5 - Independent Faction 

 Contact 
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 JOBS 

 All Characters must choose a Job they do as 

 part of their Faction. A Job loosely defines your 

 Character’s main function within a Faction. Of 

 course this doesn’t define how you play your 

 Character, that is up to you. 

 Missions 
 A Job grants access to Job-specific Missions 

 that only a Character of that Job can complete 

 and collect payment. Missions are created by 

 Mission Control staff to offer an optional 

 source of income as well as story, conflict, and 

 intrigue to become involved with. 

 Other Characters may participate to assist, 

 sabotage, or otherwise complicate your 

 Mission with resolutions handled IG between 

 the characters involved. 

 Participation in a Mission is completely 

 voluntary. 

 Missions won’t come to you. If you want to 

 participate in a Mission, find it on the  Holonet 

 and begin! 

 BOUNTY HUNTER 

 With a license to legally arrest and/or kill 

 posted Bounties, Hunters traverse the galaxy 

 in search of their target. Hunters may work in 

 a group, for a Faction, or alone, but all Hunters 

 are renowned as resourceful and ruthless 

 when on the hunt. 

 Grants access to Bounty Hunter Missions. 

 As a Hunter, if you obtain a Flamethrower, you 

 may use a  Nerf Wrist Blaster  for the prop. Use 

 the Flamethrower as described herein PLUS 

 say “Resist” if struck with a Disarm attack 

 targeting the arm mounted Flamethrower. 
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 CIVILIAN 

 A catch-all Job where none of the other Jobs fit 

 your character concept. Civilians are just 

 people trying to live life as they see fit as 

 business owners, workers, retirees, 

 merchants, clothiers, weapon smiths, etc.; 

 anything that isn’t covered by other Jobs. 

 Grants access to Civilian Missions. 

 CRIMINAL 

 From the petty thief to the crime lord, 

 Criminals are all about taking valuables from 

 others. Crimson Dawn and Black Sun, con 

 artists and slicers (hackers), pickpockets and 

 mafia, criminals are interested in scoring a 

 profit usually by stealing from others. 

 Grants access to Criminal Missions. 

 Money flows easily across the hands of 

 Criminals, thus your total Stipend is 800 

 Credits per event. 
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 FORCE-USER 

 A Force-sensitive simply has potential… a 

 Force-user is trained to use the Force for 

 either the Light side or Dark side. 

 List of Allowed Force organizations 

 Grants access to Force-user Missions. 

 Force-users using the Obelisk replenish 2 FP 

 per 100 credits spent. If you don’t have the 

 Group Counseling Skill, participating in Group 

 Counseling replenishes 1 additional FP. 

 In-Game, Empire Force-users are legally permitted 

 to publicly use the Force. All others, especially Jedi, 

 are persecuted by the Empire and live in hiding. 

 MILITARY 

 A government backed group of soldiers, the 

 military is an organized combat unit designed 

 for warfare. The most powerful military is that 

 of the Empire, though some worlds maintain 

 their own military, and some military units 

 operate as mercenaries. 

 Grants access to Military Missions. 

 As part of a Military, your total Stipend is 800 

 Credits per event. 
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 POLITICIAN 

 Lawmakers and leaders, politicians work 

 toward their goals using their power to create 

 new policies and laws. Politicians negotiate 

 with their foes, always working toward 

 favorable agreements. 

 Grants access to Politician Missions. 

 Elections 
 ●  A Politician of any Faction can run for one of the 

 three Elected Official positions. 

 ●  Only Selvarin Faction members vote in Elections. 

 Elected Official 
 ●  Positions: Mayor (1), Judge (1), and Sheriff (1). 

 ●  Elected Officials receive a 1,000 Credit Stipend.  Town Laws -  Current Town Laws  (link) 

 ●  Draft law and policy for Elected Official approval. 

 SMUGGLER 

 No matter the state of the galaxy, goods need 

 to be shipped. The act of smuggling isn’t 

 illegal, and cargo may be legal goods or illegal 

 contraband. 

 Grants access to Smuggler Missions. 

 Tamper Locks 
 ●  Receive 1 Tamper Lock per event to replace a 

 broken or missing Tamper Lock on a Crate. 

 ●  Crate payouts are 100%-50%-0 depending on the 

 condition of the Tamper Lock and any missing 

 contents as noticed by the recipient. 
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 GENERAL RULES 
 Rule of Cool 
 You are expected to follow the rules herein as 

 they are written. However for some role-play 

 scenes, everyone involved in the scene may 

 agree to bend the rules to amplify the drama 

 of the scene, and then return to following the 

 rules as intended. Safety can never be 

 ignored. The Rule of Cool is meant to allow 

 expressive freedom for the sake of creating 

 awesome role-play for those involved. 

 Health 
 Health Points, Health Rating, Hit Points 

 Health determines how much bodily damage 

 your Character can take. 

 Health Rating 
 ●  A fixed number beginning at base 10 that can 

 be increased up to 20 by wearing Armor. 

 Health Points (HP) 
 ●  A fluctuating number of how much more 

 damage your Character can take. 

 ●  As you take damage, mentally deduct the 

 amount from your current HP. If your HP falls 

 to zero, see  Seriously Injured  . 

 ●  If another character uses Cure Health on you, 

 mentally add the amount to your current HP. 

 HP cannot be higher than the Health Rating. 

 ●  At the start of each event, your HP equals your 

 current Health Rating. 
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 The Force 
 Force Points, Force Rating, Power 

 For simplicity of rules, all Characters including 

 Droids, have a Force Rating and use Force 

 Points to activate Skills, Techniques, 

 Augments, and Relics. 

 Force Rating 
 ●  A fixed number beginning at base 10 that can 

 be increased up to 20 with Force Crystal Relics 

 (Aliens / Humans), or Power Converter 

 Augments (Droid). 

 Force Points (FP) 
 ●  A fluctuating number of how many more times 

 your Character can use an Effect. 

 ●  As you spend FP, mentally deduct the amount 

 from your current FP. If your FP falls to zero, 

 you simply cannot use Effects that call for FP. 

 ●  If another character uses Cure Force on you, or 

 you use a Recharge Area, mentally add the 

 amount to your current FP. Your FP cannot be 

 higher than your Force Rating. 

 ●  At the start of each event, your FP equals your 

 current Force Rating. 

 Tags 
 A Tag is a small, game-provided, paper 

 attached to a prop to indicate the Item is a 

 means of using an  Effect  . You can’t use a Tag 

 without a prop, and a prop is just a prop 

 without a Tag. Only one Tag per prop unless 

 otherwise specified for Consumables. 
 ●  Where “recycle the Tag” is called for, carry the 

 Tag in OOG pocket/bag until you can deposit it 

 in the Tag Drop Off Box in the Cantina. We 

 reuse Tags and Energy Cell cards. 

 Ammunition 
 Foam darts used in toy blasters that meet our 

 Weapon Specs  . You may pick up ammo from 

 the ground and reuse it. Please take home the 

 roughly the same amount of ammo you 

 arrived with. Drop off extra ammo with Staff at 

 the end of the game. 

 Armor 
 Any Character can wear Armor to increase 

 Health Rating to a maximum of 20. Wearing 

 Armor beyond 20 is costume only. Replica Star 

 Wars armor, such as Stormtrooper chest plate, 

 ignores the given measurements. 

 ●  Adding Armor increases your Health Rating by 

 (Armor Type x Location). Your current HP does 

 not change, requiring Cure Health to increase 

 to the new Health Rating. 

 ●  Removing Armor decreases your Health Rating 

 by Armor Type value. If your current HP is 

 higher than the new Health Rating, HP 

 automatically decreases to the new Rating. 

 Armor Types 

 Armor can be made of any material as long as 

 it's safe and looks real. 
 ●  Light (leather, chain), 1 HP per piece 

 ●  Heavy (plate) armor, 2 HP per piece 

 Location Areas 

 Wear one (1) piece of Armor per Location, 

 anywhere else is costume only. 
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 1.  Front Torso (from collar bone to hip) 

 2.  Back Torso (from collar bone to hip) 

 3.  Left Arm (from wrist to elbow) 

 4.  Right Arm (from wrist to elbow) 

 5.  Left Leg (from knee to ankle) 

 6.  Right Leg (from knee to ankle) 

 Communications 
 Any Character can use a walkie-talkie, 

 smartphone, tablet, or computer to 

 communicate with other Characters and use 

 the Holonet. The campsite has limited cell 

 service, depending on your carrier. Available 

 WiFi is restricted to Holonet use only. 

 Restricted radio channels for  Faction Contacts 

 are used only by Characters belonging to that 

 Faction. Eavesdropping on these channels is 

 cheating. All other channels are open. 
 ●  Radio Channel 1 - General / All Players 

 ●  Radio Channel 2 - Empire Faction Contact 

 ●  Radio Channel 3 - Rebel Faction Contact 

 ●  Radio Channel 4 - Selvarin Faction Contact 

 ●  Radio Channel 5 - Independent Faction Contact 

 Detainment 
 Players cannot be locked in a room or tied up 

 for real.  Any Character may detain another 

 willing or unwilling Character. 

 ●  Locked Room 
 A Character in a  Locked  room may leave after 

 30 unguarded minutes on the assumption 

 ‘there was a loose bar or open window’. 

 Climbing out windows, breaking props, 

 ignoring Locks (without an IG ability) and 

 playing other Characters is not permitted. 

 ●  Bindings 
 Bindings (rope, cuffs, etc) are loosely wrapped 

 around your wrists and/or held in your hands 

 to prevent your Character from using their 

 hands for 5 minutes. This timer resets if 

 another Character holds or ‘tightens’ the 

 bindings. After 5 uninterrupted minutes, you 

 can drop the bindings and escape. 

 ●  Long Term Detainment 
 If a Character is to be detained for longer than 

 four hours, escort the Character to Game 

 Boundary so the player can  Character Switch  . 

 Holonet 
 Our website > Login > Profile >  Holonet  (link) 

 In Star Wars the Internet is called the Holonet. 

 Galaxy Awaits uses a custom-built, interactive 

 website. Everything on our Holonet is In-Game 

 including the News, Missions, Chain Codes, 

 Intergalactic Bank, and Slicing (hacking). Both 

 Staff and players contribute public and secret 

 Holonet content for story and Character. 
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 Locks 
 Padlock, Security Lock, Tamper Lock 

 For safety, NEVER lock a door for real. 

 Any Character can use a Lock with a matching 

 Key. The  Security  Skill is required to ‘pick’ 

 Locks open without a Key. Locks and Keys are 

 Tagged, numbered, items. 

 ●  Padlock on a Box 
 Attach the Padlock prop to the box without 

 locking the padlock for real. If the box has a 

 built-in lock, simply attach the Tag. Mime using 

 the matching Key to lock and unlock the lock. 

 ●  Padlock on a Door 
 Attach the Padlock Tag to the doorknob on the 

 side of the door to be locked. Mime using the 

 matching Key to lock and unlock the door. 

 From the opposite side, you can freely open 

 the door. 

 ●  Security Lock on a Box 
 Attach the Security Lock prop to the box. With 

 the matching Keycard in hand, switch the 

 indicator light On/Off. 

 ●  Security Lock on a Door 
 Hang the Security Lock prop from the 

 doorknob on the side of the door to be locked. 

 With the matching Keycard in hand, switch the 

 indicator light On/Off. From the opposite side, 

 you can freely open the door. 

 ●  Tamper Lock 
 Found on Smuggler Crates, anyone can break 

 the Tamper Lock, for real, to open the box. 

 Only Smugglers can replace Tamper Locks. 

 Medical & Cybernetic Lab 
 Med Lab, Med Bay, Cyberlab 

 The Cyberlab is an In-Game area that cannot 

 be moved, altered, copied, or stolen during an 

 event. You must be inside the cabin to gain the 

 following benefits: 

 ●  Cyberneticist Skill 
 Bacta Nanites are not required. 

 ●  Droid Mechanic Skill 
 Bacta Nanites are not required. 

 ●  Medic Skill 
 Using a bandage wrap restores 5 HP in 30 

 seconds. Using Bacta Nanites with a bandage 

 wrap restores 10 HP in 15 seconds. 

 ●  Surgeon Technique 
 A bandage wrap restores 10 HP in 5 seconds. 

 Using Bacta Nanites, Healing Crystal, or Force 

 Healing restores HP to full in 5 seconds. 
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 Moving An Incapacitated Character 
 ●  Sig Call: “Action, I’m picking you up” 

 Any Character can move an immobile 

 Character. Say the Sig Call and let the player 

 hold your shoulder while you lead them 

 around, representing carrying their Character. 

 You cannot run or engage in Combat while 

 moving a Character. 

 Real Electronics 
 You can use any real electronics and gadgets 

 (alarms, motion detectors, night vision, etc). 

 Strobe lights are NOT permitted. These are not 

 Tagged items and do not cost Credits to buy. 

 ●  Remote Controlled 
 RC toys can be mounted with foam dart 

 shooters, cameras, and speakers, but not 

 melee weapons. RC toys must be ground 

 vehicles, not flying, and approved by Safety. 

 ●  Recording Devices 
 Cameras and audio recorders may be used to 

 record In-Game conversations in In-Game 

 areas. Camera field of view cannot include any 

 Out-of-Game area. 

 Recharge Areas 
 Obelisk, Gonk Droid 

 A Recharge Area is an option to restore spent 

 Force Points. Represented by an Obelisk for 

 Aliens and Humans, and a Gonk for Droids, a 

 Recharge Area cannot be moved, altered, 

 copied, or stolen during an event. 

 Insert 100 Credits in Credsticks into the slot 

 on the Obelisk / Droid and mentally add 1 FP 

 to your current FP. Or, insert a Tag to restore 1 

 FP per 100 Credits of the value of the Tag. 
 ●  Consumable = 100 Credits = 1 FP 

 ●  Equipment = 500 Credits = 5 FP 

 ●  Augment / Lightsaber = 1,000 Credits = 10 FP 

 ●  Relic = 1,500 Credits = 15 FP 

 Throwable Weapons 
 Any Character can use a Throwing Weapon 

 (  Weapon Specs  ) per Projectile Weapon Type. 

 Birdseed-filled Packets are used for specific 

 instances described herein. 
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 Commerce 

 Money makes the galaxy go round! The 

 greater galactic society relies on money to get 

 things done, from paying bounty hunters to 

 funding rebellions. No one works for free, and 

 this holds true in Galaxy Awaits too. 

 Credit 
 Credit, Credstick. Imperial Credit 

 The main currency is the Credit used both 

 online and as physical Credsticks. New 

 Characters begin with 2,000 Credits. You will 

 gain and lose Credits as you play. 
 ●  Online Credits are stored in an account on the 

 Holonet website. 

 ●  Physical Credsticks are represented by 

 game-provided cards. You may withdraw 

 Credsticks from Logistics when you check in, 

 and deposit at the end of the event. Or you 

 may take Credsticks home noting they will not 

 be replaced if lost. 

 Earning Credits 
 You will be presented with a variety of ways to 

 earn Credits as you play the game. The most 

 common are: 
 ●  Stipend - 500cr each event 

 ●  Missions - upon completion 

 ●  Thievery - stealing from other characters 

 ●  Trade - selling wares and services 

 ●  Side Hustle - working the odd job for someone 

 Of course, players are welcome to be creative, 

 within the Rules, in how they earn Credits. 

 Marketplace 
 A player-run Market is held in the Cantina 

 where a variety of wares, Tagged and 

 non-Tagged, are traded and sold. This is a 

 great way for you to earn Credits! 

 If you sell Tagged items, Tags must be 

 accompanied by the appropriate props. How 

 you choose to handle the prop between you 

 and the buyer is up to you. 

 You may sell items for real money as well, but 

 please handle these Out-of-Game payments 

 as discreetly as possible to avoid disrupting 

 In-Game, or before / after the event. 

 Scrap 
 Coming in 2023! We will be introducing a 

 Scrapping system… details coming soon! 
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 Thievery 
 Real life theft of anything that does not belong to you, including food, will not be tolerated. 

 Any Character can steal In-Game items and 

 data from other Characters directly from their 

 person, an In-Game area, or the Holonet. 

 ●  Stealable In-Game Items 
 ○  Tagged props, Tagged weapons and armor 

 ○  Credits / Credsticks 

 ○  Obvious IG props 

 ○  Game flags, banners, posters 

 ○  Books, papers, maps, USB sticks containing 

 IG information 

 ○  Information on the Holonet 

 You cannot take anything else without express 

 permission from the prop owner. 

 ●  Stealing from Characters 
 Any character can search the person of 

 another Character. Touch the player on the 

 shoulder, say “Action, I am searching your 

 person”, and: 

 If the Character is awake: 

 ○  The player chooses one In-Game Item to 

 give to you immediately and they do not IG 

 know they have been pick-pocketed. If the 

 target uses Resist Status, then you have 

 been caught red-handed and may face IG 

 consequences. 

 If the Character is asleep/Knocked 

 Out/Dead: 

 ○  The player must reveal all In-Game items 

 carried on their person, including in bags 

 and boxes, but not secret compartments. 

 You can take any or all In-Game Items. 

 Installed Augments cannot be stolen in this 

 manner since those require the Cyberneticist / 

 Droid Mechanic Skill to remove. 

 ●  Stealing from Areas 
 Any Character can search an In-Game area by 

 simply searching for real. You can take any 

 In-Game items you find as per Handling Props. 

 Do not wake up a sleeping player, just search 

 their room. Under bunks, including under bunk 

 drawers, are Out-of-Game. 
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 COMBAT 
 All  weapons must meet  Weapon Specs  and be approved  by Safety Staff. 

 Combat is simple and fast where you use 

 foam padded weapons to tap an opponent, or 

 blasters to shoot a foam dart, hard enough to 

 feel, but never hard enough to hurt.  This is a 

 light-touch form of LARP combat, be prepared 

 for combat anytime. 

 ●  Hits to the head, hands, feet, and groin do not 

 count and cannot be used to block hits. 

 ●  Fight with only  one weapon at a time  , except 

 when using  Dual Weapon  or  Brawling  . 

 ●  Your attacks must allow time for opponents to 

 react to each strike, about one second apart. 

 Weapon Type 
 Base 

 Damage 
 Max 

 Damage 

 Melee  1  5 

 Projectile  2  5 

 Lightsaber  3  5 

 ●  There are no damage calls when using Melee, 

 Projectile, or Lightsaber at Base Damage. 

 ●  Base Damage can be increased up to 5 per 

 strike via a variety of means described herein. 
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 ●  When getting hit, deduct the damage amount 

 from your Health Points of each strike. If the 

 strike is accompanied by a called out number, 

 deduct that number. If not, deduct the Base 

 Damage of the Weapon Type. 

 ●  Combat at night can hinder your opponent’s 

 ability to see your weapon. Call out the 

 damage number, ex: “2”, with each strike. 

 ●  You may call “Zero” with each strike/shot if you 

 don’t wish to inflict damage. 

 ●  Physical Role-play  is choreographed scenes 

 between those players. DO NOT mistake those 

 scenes for the Combat system. 

 Weapon Types 

 ●  Melee Weapon 
 Melee weapons are swung at an opponent to 

 inflict damage, i.e. swords, axes, staves, etc. 

 Attack by pulling the weapon back to about a 

 45 degree angle, then swing around until you 

 tap your opponent.  Never thrust! 

 Allow about 1 second between each strike to 

 give your opponent a chance to defend by: 

 ○  Physically dodge the strike 

 ○  Parry the strike with a Melee weapon 

 ○  With the  Shield  Skill, block with a shield 

 ○  Use an appropriate Resist Effect 

 ●  Projectile 
 Projectile weapons are launched at an 

 opponent to inflict damage, i.e.  Archery  , 

 Blaster  , and  Throwable Weapons  . 

 Attack by launching the projectile, as described 

 herein, at the opponent. 

 Allow about 1 second between each strike to 

 give your opponent a chance to defend by: 

 ○  Physically dodge the strike 

 ○  With the  Shield  Skill, block with a shield 

 ○  Use an appropriate Resist Effect 

 ●  Lightsaber Weapon 
 Uses the same rules as Melee weapons. 

 Injury, Dying, Death 

 1.  SERIOUSLY INJURED 
 When your Health Points drop to zero or 

 below, your Character is Seriously Injured with 

 0 HP. There is no negative HP. 

 Fall to the ground unable to do anything for 60 

 seconds. You may call out, or use an electronic 

 device, to call for IG help. Be aware of your 

 surroundings and move if you are in the 
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 middle of combat. 

 While Seriously Injured, your Character can be 

 healed with Cure Health. 

 2.  KNOCKED OUT 
 If your Character was not healed while 

 Seriously Injured, your Character is now 

 Knocked Out for 10 minutes. Do not speak or 

 move, except to move out of combat. While 

 Knocked Out, your Character can be healed 

 with Cure Health. 

 3.  DYING / DEATH 
 If your Character was not healed while 

 Knocked Out, your Character is now Dying for 

 10 minutes. Do not speak or move, except to 

 move out of combat. While Dying, Cure Health 

 no longer works, instead requiring the use of a 

 Defibrillator (see  Equipment  ). 

 If your Character was not revived while Dying, 

 your Character is Dead and no longer playable. 

 You must play dead while other players are 

 present in the scene. You may go OOG, when 

 doing so won’t disrupt role-play, and play your 

 Backup Character  or  volunteer to NPC  . 

 Non-Combatant 
 Indicator:  YELLOW  armband 

 A Non-Combatant, or Non-Com, is a player 

 exempt from being struck in Combat. Simply 

 wear a yellow armband at all times and use 

 Parlor Combat. If you are accidentally struck 

 by a weapon, say "Non-com", and don’t take 

 any damage or effect from the attack. 
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 Parlor Combat 
 Parlor Combat uses  Signature Calls  and 

 Gestures  to indicate an attack. Parlor Combat 

 is used when you or your opponent is a 

 Non-Combatant, or standing within 10 feet of 

 an open fire. Nothing is used to hit anyone. 

 1.  Move into Range 
 Stand 3 - 10 feet from each other. 

 2.  Start of Round 
 As the attacker, get your opponent’s attention, 

 saying “Initiating Parlor Combat” if needed. 

 Use a Gesture and say the Sig Call. Once the 

 attack is announced, the opponent must stop 

 and resolve the round. Other Players cannot 

 interrupt once the round starts. 

 3.  Both you and your opponent hold up either 1 

 or 2 fingers at the same time. 

 4.  Add the total number of fingers held up. Even 

 means you missed the opponent. Odd means 

 you hit and the opponent may either Resist or 

 accept the attack. 

 5.  End of round 
 Other Characters may join to attack either 

 party. It is the opponent’s turn, Start of Round. 

 An attacker can attack only one opponent at a 

 time, but an opponent can face multiple 

 attackers at once by following steps 2 - 4 with 

 each attacker during a single round. 

 EFFECTS 
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 An Effect is our way of representing Character 

 actions that cannot be done for real, and thus 

 require you to act out the Effect on your 

 Character. Using an Effect consists of two 

 parts, Signature Call and Delivery Method. 

 Signature Call 
 Sig Call 

 The verbal part of using an Effect, a Sig Call is 

 a spoken statement that tells your opponent 

 what Effect you are using on them. The first 

 word indicates the Effect type and how to 

 defend against it, then the name of the Effect. 

 The Sig Call is found in descriptions herein. 

 Sig Calls for Mental Effects are spoken 

 In-Game. All other Sig Calls are spoken OOG. 
 Counted actions are NOT used in this system 

 for anything, DO NOT do this. 

 Delivery Methods 
 Method 

 The physical part of using an Effect, a Delivery 

 Method is an In-Game motion that visually 

 tells your opponent you are using an Effect on 

 them. The Method to use is found in 

 descriptions herein. 

 ●  Applied 
 Say the Sig Call and mime applying the 

 contents on a prop for at least 3 seconds then 

 attach the Tag to the prop. 

 ●  Ingested 
 Effects consumed from a Bottle, cup or plate, 

 or fake syringe. Say the Sig Call and mime 

 administer the contents for about 3 seconds 

 on either yourself or another Character. 

 ●  Touch 
 Say the Sig Call and touch the Player on the 

 shoulder, hand, forearm, foot, or shin with an 

 empty hand. This Method cannot be used on a 

 player active in Combat (likewise don’t use 

 Combat as protection against Touch). 

 ●  Melee 
 Say the Sig Call and swing a  Melee  weapon at 

 your opponent. 

 ●  Projectile 
 Say the Sig Call and: 

 -  (foam dart) or (arrow) - fire from a  Projectile 

 weapon 

 -  (throw) - toss a  Throwable  Weapon 

 -  (packet) - toss a birdseed filled  Packet 
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 Gesture Delivery Method 
 Instead of using Touch, Melee, or Projectile 

 Methods, use a Gesture!  To use a Gesture, 

 raise your empty hand, perform the Gesture 

 as you say the Sig Call, then lower your 

 hand. The  Focus Skill  allows you to continue 

 holding the Gesture up to control the Effect 

 duration. 

 Gestures 

 Cure Gesture 

 Hover both hands palm down over the recipient’s ‘injured’ area such as arm or leg. 

 Mental Gesture 

 With your fingers pressed together, wave your hand at eye level in front of your target’s 

 face (think how Jedi use Mind Trick in the movies). If you are using the Focus Skill, stop and 

 hold your hand in front of your target’s face. 
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 Scan Gesture 

 Hold your arm straight out toward the target with two fingers up and apart, like a peace 

 sign. 

 Status Gesture 

 Hold your arm out toward the target with your fingers spread apart as if reaching out. 

 Gestures for Parlor Combat ONLY 

 Melee 

 Parlor Combat Only. Hold your arm out toward the target with a flattened hand tilted 

 vertically. You must call out the Damage, even base Damage. 

 Projectile 

 Parlor Combat Only. Point at the target with one finger. You must call out the Damage, 

 even base Damage. 

 Cure Effects 

 Duration:  instant 

 Cure Health  Signature Call: “Cure health 2” 

 Restore base 2 Health Points. You cannot use this on yourself, unless via a Consumable. 

 Cure Force  Signature Call: “Cure force 2” 

 Restore base 2 Force points. You cannot use this on yourself, unless via a Consumable. 

 Cure Mental  Signature Call: “Cure mental” 

 Remove any Mental Effect currently active on a Character. You cannot use this on 

 yourself, unless via a Consumable. 

 Cure Status  Signature Call: “Cure status” 

 Remove any Status effect currently active on a Character. You cannot use this on 

 yourself, unless via a Consumable. 

 Mental Effects 
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 Duration:  5 minutes 

 Command  Signature Call: “Mental, command X” 

 Say the Sig Call where X is an up to ten-word command that must be obeyed 

 immediately to the best of the Character’s ability. Commands cannot extract truth, 

 information, result in Death, or substitute other Effects. You cannot use this on yourself. 

 Convince  Signature Call: “Mental, convince X” 

 Say the Sig Call where X is the next sentence you speak the Character believes is the 

 truth. You cannot use this on yourself. 

 Daze  Signature Call: “Mental, daze” 

 Inflict a trance-like state. While unaware of their surroundings, the Character is unable 

 to speak or attack, but can defend. You cannot use this on yourself. 

 Emotion 

 Control 

 Signature Call: “Mental, emotion X” 

 Say the Sig Call where X is an emotion of your choice (hate, love,etc) you want the 

 Character to feel (Player may role-play as they see fit). You cannot use this on yourself. 

 Illusion  Signature Call: “Mental, illusion X” 

 Create an illusion the Character believes to be real. Describe anything you wish such as a 

 beautiful sunset or all they see are monsters. The Player can act out the illusion as they 

 wish. The Character can attack and defend. You cannot use this on yourself. 

 Memory Wipe  Signature Call: “Mental, memory wipe” 

 Erase memory of the current event from Game On to the Memory Wipe. This remains 

 active until cured via  Data Recovery Nanites  by the  end of the event. After that, Memory 

 Wipe is permanent. You can use this on yourself. 

 Sleep  Signature Call: “Mental, sleep” 

 Induce a death-like sleep. Answer “Dead” to Scans on your status. Being attacked does 

 not wake the Character up. Effects used on Death do not work, but HP and FP cures will. 

 You can use this on yourself. 

 Status Effects 

 Duration:  60 seconds 
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 Blind  Signature Call: “Status, blind” 

 Inflict blinding a Character to prevent them from attacking and defending. The Player 

 squints to see for safety reasons, but must act blind. You cannot use this on yourself. 

 Disarm  Signature Call: “Status, disarm” 

 Make a Character drop, or set down, any items in their hands, except Fists and Packets. 

 The item(s) must be untouched on the ground for 1 second before it can be picked up. 

 Knock Back / 

 Come Here 

 Signature Call: “Status, knock back” or “Status, come here” 

 Make a Character immediately take 3 steps back or 3 steps toward you. If the Player is in 

 mid-swing and strikes you anyway, ignore the hit. You cannot use this on yourself. 

 Pain  Signature Call: “Status, pain” 

 Make a Character fall to the ground in agony. They can speak, scream and defend, but 

 are unable to do anything else. You cannot use this on yourself. 

 Paralyze  Signature Call: “Status, paralyze” 

 Prevent a Character from moving. They can speak and use Effects that do not require 

 movement. You cannot use this on yourself. 

 Silence  Signature Call: “Status, choking silence” 

 Prevent a Character from speaking, screaming, or saying Sig Calls, except when using an 

 effect that can be used on their own person. You cannot use this on yourself. 

 Shatter  Signature Call: “Status, shatter” 

 Touch or hold a Tagged item for at least 10 seconds. Then remove the Tag from its prop 

 and recycle the Tag. The prop is now just a prop. 

 Resists 

 Duration:  instant 

 Resist Damage  Signature Call: “Resist” 

 Ignore the last attack that struck you accompanied either by silence (i.e. a weapon strike) 

 or a Sig Call beginning with a number (ex: “2”) or accompanying Effect (ex: “4 Fire”). 

 Resist Mental  Signature Call: “Resist” 

 Ignore the last attack that struck you accompanied by a Sig Call beginning with either 
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 “Mental” or “Scan”, including any accompanying damage (ex: “Mental daze 2”). 

 Resist Status  Signature Call: “Resist” 

 Ignore the last attack that struck you accompanied by a Sig Call beginning with either 

 “Status” or “Action”, including any accompanying damage (ex: “Status paralyze 2”). 
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 SKILLS 
 General Skills  Force Skills  Slice Skills 

 Archery  Breath Control  Access HoloDrive 

 Blaster  Center of Being  Access Mission 

 Brawling  Deflect  Adjust Security 

 Cyberneticist  Focus  Cloaking 

 Defense  Force Armor  Clean Slate 

 Demolitions  Force Blindness  Dampener 

 Droid Mechanic  Force Body  Deep Dive 

 Escape  Force Choke  Encryption 

 Fence Item  Force Healing  False Chain Code 

 Force-sensitive  Force Illusion  Firewall 

 Galactic Lore  Force Lightning  Interception 

 Group Counseling  Force Paralyze  Locate Slicer 

 Intimidation  Force Stun  Mission Browser 

 Manufacturer  Lightsaber  Pilfer Credits 

 Medic  Mind Trick  Ransomware 

 Security  Pyrokinesis  Scan Activity 

 Scientist  Telekinesis  Spoofing 

 Shield  Tutaminis  Spyware 

 Sincerity  Sensitive Data 

 Slicer  Virus / Antivirus 
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 Striking Weapon 

 Torture 

 GENERAL SKILLS 

 Archery 
 ●  Weapon Type:  Projectile  (arrow) 

 This Skill allows you to use a  Bow and Arrows 

 to shoot a LARP-safe arrow to inflict base 2 

 Damage. Shoot one arrow at a time, about 1 

 second apart, at opponents about 10-15 feet 

 from you. Archery cannot be used for melee, 

 and is not Tagged or cost Credits. 

 Blaster 
 ●  Weapon Type:  Projectile  (foam dart) 

 This Skill allows you to use a  dart blaster  to 

 shoot a foam dart and inflict base 2 Damage. 

 Blasters can be arm mounted, but can be 

 Disarmed  . Blasters cannot be used as melee 

 weapons, and are not Tagged or cost Credits. 

 Brawling 
 ●  Weapon Type:  Melee 

 This Skill allows you to use a  Brawl weapon  to 

 strike an opponent and inflict base 1 Damage. 

 Brawl weapons cannot be  Disarmed  (say 

 “Resist”). Fight with one or two Brawl weapons 

 at a time. Block melee damage with your 

 forearm (wrist to elbow) of the hand holding 

 the Brawl weapon. While holding a Brawl 

 weapon, that hand cannot be used for 

 anything else. 

 Cyberneticist 
 ●  Our Website  > your Character > Tag Store 

 ●  Augment List and Descriptions 

 Visit the Tag Store to purchase Augment Tags. 

 Free Tags, Credit prices, and quantity 

 limitations are detailed in the Tag Store. 

 ●  Install Augments 
 The Alien or Human may be willing/unwilling, 

 conscious or Knocked Out. Administer one 

 Conergin  , then mime operating on the patient 

 for 60 seconds to ‘remove’ the body part and 

 ‘replace’ it with the Augment.  Administer one 

 Bacta Nanites  . Give the Player their Tagged 

 Augment prop to wear and use immediately. 

 ●  Remove Augments 
 Same as Install except you are removing the 

 Augment and replacing it with a ‘prosthetic’, so 

 the patient can use their normal body part. 

 Defense 
 This Skill allows you to use the  Resist Damage 

 Effect  to ignore the last Melee weapon attack 

 that struck you. Spend 1 FP and say “Resist”. 

 Demolitions 
 This Skill allows you to build, set-up, and 

 disable Traps. Traps use Damage- and 

 Status-based  Consumables  . 
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 ●  Disable Trap 
 Detecting a trap depends on your ability to 

 spot it for real. To disable it, ‘work on it’ for 30 

 seconds, spend 1 FP and remove the 

 Consumable Tag. The Consumable can be used 

 elsewhere. Leave the Trap props as is, unless 

 the props are yours. 

 ●  Set Door Trap 
 Attach a Consumable Tag to a Throwable 

 Weapon, and hang it from a string in front of a 

 door making sure the Throwable is level with 

 the door handle. When the door is opened, the 

 Throwable should swing around and hit the 

 person with the Consumable Effect. 

 ●  Set Landmine Trap 
 Attach a Consumable Tag to a 6” x 6” piece of 

 bubble wrap and place it underneath foliage, 

 floor mat, under a pillow in a bunk, or any 

 other appropriate cover. When a person pops 

 the bubble wrap, the Consumable takes effect. 

 Droid Mechanic 
 Your Character can repair Droids. You cannot 

 use this Skill on yourself. 

 ●  Assess Condition 
 Without costing FP, use the  Scan Gesture  and: 

 ○  “Scan, how much HP do you have?” 

 ○  “Scan, are you afflicted by a Status effect?” 

 ○  “Scan, are you Knocked Out or Dead?” 

 ●  Repair Droid 
 Use repair-related tools and mime working on 

 the Droid for an uninterrupted 30 seconds. 

 Without costing FP, say “Cure Health 2”. If you 

 use  Bacta Nanites  instead of the tools, say 

 “Cure Health 5”. 

 ●  Install Augments 
 The Droid may be willing/unwilling, conscious 

 or Knocked Out. Administer one  Conergin  , then 

 mime working on the Droid for 60 seconds to 

 ‘remove’ the body part and ‘replace’ it with the 

 Augment.  Administer one  Bacta Nanites  . Give 

 the Player their Tagged Augment prop to wear 

 and use immediately. 

 ●  Remove Augments 
 Same as Install except you are removing the 

 Augment and replacing it with a ‘Droid part’, so 

 the Droid can use their normal body part. 

 Escape 
 If your Character is detained with  Bindings  , 

 drop the Bindings after an uninterrupted 30 

 second count. No Sig Call or FP needed. You 

 cannot drop  Inhibitor Bindings  , or use this 

 Skill on other Characters. 

 Fence Item 
 While Logistics is open but before you are 

 checked in, trade in one (1) Tag for its base 

 value in Credits according to the Tag Store. 

 You can choose Credsticks, or online deposit. 

 Force-Sensitive 
 ●  Restriction: unavailable to Droids 

 The Force-user Job is  not  required for this 

 Skill. Any Character of any Faction and Job can 

 have this Skill. Your Character has an 
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 understanding of the Force that can be used 

 to ascertain the following information: 

 ●  Force Scan 

 ○  Gesture  : Scan 

 ○  Sig Call: “Scan X” 
 Use the Gesture, spend 1 FP, and say the Sig 

 Call where X is one question below the Player 

 answers OOG immediately and truthfully: 

 ■  “Scan, what is your Force Rating?” 

 ■  “Scan, what are your current Force Points?” 

 ■  “Scan, what emotion are you feeling?” 

 ■  “Scan, are you afflicted by a Mental effect?” 

 ●  Build Lightsaber 

 ○  Our Website  > your Character > Tag Store 

 Visit the Tag Store to purchase one (1) 

 Lightsaber Tag per event. Credit prices are 

 detailed in the Tag Store. 

 Galactic Lore 
 ●  Gesture  : Scan 

 ●  Sig Call: “Scan X” 

 Use the Gesture, spend 1 FP, and say the Sig 

 Call where X is one question below the Player 

 answers immediately OOG based on their true 

 or disguised Species: 

 ○  “Scan, what Species are you?” 

 ○  “Scan, what is your Species ability?” 

 Group Counseling 
 ●  Sig Call: “Cure Force 2” 

 Recite a 10+ word Moral (for all or for each 

 Participant), spend 1 FP per Participant, then 

 say the Sig Call to restore 2 FP for up to five (5) 

 Participants sitting in a group with you. 

 Participants with the Group Counseling Skill 

 receive only 1 FP. You receive none. 

 ○  List of Morals  . You do not have to recite a 

 Moral word for word, and you can make up 

 your own. 

 Intimidation 
 ●  Method  : Touch, or  Gesture  : Mental 

 ●  Sig Call: “Mental, emotion X” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method or Gesture, and 

 say the Sig Call to use  Emotion Control  . 

 Manufacturer 
 ●  Our Website  > your Character > Tag Store 

 ●  Equipment List and Descriptions 

 Visit the Tag Store to purchase Equipment 

 Tags. Free Tags, Credit prices, and quantity 

 limits are detailed in the Tag Store. 

 Medic 
 Your Character can heal Aliens and Humans. 

 You cannot use this Skill on yourself. 

 ●  Assess Condition 
 Without costing FP, use the  Scan Gesture  and: 

 ○  “Scan, how much HP do you have?” 

 ○  “Scan, are you afflicted by a Status effect?” 

 ○  “Scan, are you Knocked Out or Dead?” 

 ●  First Aid 
 Wrap bandage strips around the Player’s arm 

 for an uninterrupted 30 seconds. Without 

 costing FP, use the  Cure Gesture  , and say “Cure 

 Health 2”. If you use  Bacta Nanites  instead of 

 the bandages, say “Cure Health 5”. 
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 Scientist 
 ●  Our Website  > your Character > Tag Store 

 ●  Consumable List and Descriptions 

 Visit the Tag Store to purchase Consumable 

 Tags. Free Tags, Credit prices, and quantity 

 limits are detailed in the Tag Store. 

 Security 
 ●  Our Website  > your Character > Tag Store 

 Visit the Tag Store to purchase Lock and Key 

 Tags. Free Tags, Credit prices, and quantity 

 limits are detailed in the Tag Store. If buying 

 just a Key, you must present the Lock to 

 Logistics for the matching number. 

 ●  Picking a Padlock 
 Hold the Lock and use appropriate props (lock 

 picks, hairpins, etc) to mime picking the Lock 

 for 10 seconds. Then open the door/box. 

 ●  Picking a Security Lock / Ray Shield 
 Use your datapad to ‘plug’ into the Security 

 Lock / Ray Shield. Type on the datapad for 60 

 seconds, then switch the light off, or unplug it, 

 opening a door to reach in if need be. 

 Shield 
 This Skill allows you to use a  shield  to block 

 Melee and Projectile attacks that physically hit 

 the shield. No Sig Call or FP needed. Shields 

 can be  Disarmed  , and cannot be used as a 

 weapon. Use only one shield at a time, and 

 you cannot hold anything in that hand. Shields 

 are not Tagged and do not cost Credits to buy. 

 Sincerity 
 ●  Method  : Touch, or  Gesture  : Mental 

 ●  Sig Call: “Mental, convince X” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method or Gesture, and 

 say the Sig Call to use the  Convince  Effect. 

 Slicer 
 ●  Our Website >  Holonet  >  Computer Panel 

 This Skill allows you to use the Computer 

 Panel for slicing, a Star Wars term for hacking. 

 The  Slice Skills  you select for your Character 

 determines the slicing you can do. Further 

 instructions are on the Computer Panel 

 ●  Chain Code Access 
 Find a Character on the Holonet under Chain 

 Codes. Click on that Chain Code, click the 

 Computer Panel icon to open Chain Code 

 Access, choose Request or Infiltrate, click Run. 
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 Striking Weapon 
 ●  Weapon Type:  Melee 

 This Skill allows you to use a  Melee weapon  , 

 such as a knife, sword, club, axe, spear, staff, 

 and the like, to strike an opponent and inflict 

 base 1 Damage. Striking weapons are not 

 Tagged and do not cost Credits to buy. 

 Torture 
 ●  Method  : Touch 

 ●  Sig Call: “Status, pain” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method with an item that 

 would cause pain (ex: LED candle), and say the 

 Sig Call to use the  Pain  Effect. 

 FORCE SKILLS 
 Prerequisite Skill:  Force-sensitive 

 Breath Control 
 ●  Method  : Touch, or  Gesture  : Mental 

 ●  Sig Call: “Mental, sleep” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method or Gesture, and 

 say the Sig Call to use the  Sleep  Effect. 

 Center of Being 
 This Skill allows you to use the  Resist Mental 

 Effect  to ignore the last Mental or Scan use on 

 you. Spend 1 FP and say “Resist”. 

 Deflect 
 This Skill allows you to use the  Resist Damage 

 Effect  to ignore the last Projectile attack that 

 struck you. Spend 1 FP and say “Resist”. 

 Focus 
 When using a Force Skill or Technique with the 

 Mental or Status Gesture, and if the target 

 Character does not resist, this Skill allows you 

 to hold that Gesture and control the duration 

 of the Effect for as long as you wish, even 

 extending the duration beyond normal. You 

 can speak, but cannot do anything else while 

 Focusing. 

 Force Armor 
 This Skill allows you to wear a  Heavy (plate) 

 Armor  mantle to increase your Health Rating 

 by 2. The mantle can be worn on top of other 

 torso armor pieces. Your Health Rating can 

 never be higher than 20. 

 Force Blindness 
 ●  Method  : Projectile (packet), or  Gesture  : 

 Status 

 ●  Sig Call: “Status, blind” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method or Gesture, and 

 say the Sig Call to use the  Blind  Effect. 

 Force Body 
 ●  Method  : Touch 

 ●  Sig Call: “Action, add 1 minute to Knock Out 

 count” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method, and say the Sig 

 Call to add 60 seconds to the Knock Out count 

 for yourself while Knocked Out, or another 

 Knocked Out Character. 
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 Force Choke 
 ●  Method  : Projectile (packet), or  Gesture  : 

 Status 

 ●  Sig Call: “Status, choking silence” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method or Gesture, and 

 say the Sig Call to use the  Silence  Effect. 

 Force Healing 
 ●  Method  : Touch, or  Gesture  : Cure 

 ●  Sig Call: “Cure Health 5” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method or Gesture, and 

 say the Sig Call to heal 5 HP on another 

 Character, not yourself. 

 Force Illusion 
 ●  Method  : Touch, or  Gesture  : Mental 

 ●  Sig Call: “Mental, illusion X” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method or Gesture, and 

 say the Sig Call, where X is the illusion 

 description, to use the  Illusion  Effect. 

 Force Lightning 
 ●  Method  : Projectile (packet, throw) 

 ●  Sig Call: “4 Lightning” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method or Gesture, and 

 say the Sig Call to inflict 4 Damage. 

 ○  Ghosts are vulnerable to Lightning. 

 ○  Droids are inflicted with the  Pain  Effect. 

 Force Paralyze 
 ●  Method  : Projectile (packet), or  Gesture  : 

 Status 

 ●  Sig Call: “Status, paralyze” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method or Gesture, and 

 say the Sig Call to use the  Paralyze  Effect. 

 Force Stun 
 ●  Method  : Touch, or  Gesture  : Mental 

 ●  Sig Call: “Mental, daze” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method or Gesture, and 

 say the Sig Call to use the  Daze  Effect. 

 Lightsaber 
 ●  Weapon Type:  Melee 

 This Skill allows you to use a Lightsaber  Melee 

 weapon  to strike an opponent and inflict base 

 3 Damage. Lightsaber weapons are Tagged 

 items and cost Credits to buy. 
 ○  In-Game - possessing a Lightsaber is illegal in 

 the galaxy. Only Empire Force-users can use 

 them legally. This doesn't mean you can’t have 

 one, but there may be IG consequences. 
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 Mind Trick 
 ●  Method  : Touch, or  Gesture  : Mental 

 ●  Sig Call: “Mental, command X” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method or Gesture, and 

 say the Sig Call, where X is the command 

 description, to use the  Command  Effect. 

 Pyrokinesis 
 ●  Method  : Projectile (packet, throw) 

 ●  Sig Call: “4 Fire” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method or Gesture, and 

 say the Sig Call to inflict 4 Damage. 

 ○  Ghosts are vulnerable to Fire. 

 Telekinesis 
 ●  Method  : Projectile (packet), or  Gesture  : 

 Status 

 ●  Sig Call: “Status, knock back” or “Status, 

 come here” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method or Gesture, and 

 say the Sig Call to use the  Knock Back / Come 

 Here  Effect. Additionally, ignore a Padlock on a 

 door or box and open it. 

 Tutaminis 
 This Skill allows you to use the  Resist Status 

 Effect  to ignore the last Status or Action on 

 you. Spend 1 FP and say “Resist”. 

 SLICE SKILLS 
 Prerequisite Skill:  Slicer 

 Slice Skills are used online via Holonet 

 Clean Slate 
 Access a Chain Code  ,  open Clean Slate, and 

 spend 1,500 Credits to permanently delete a 

 Slicer’s Activity Record and reduce their Elite 

 Score to zero. You cannot use this on yourself. 

 Cloaking 
 This Skill allows you to hide or reveal activities 

 on a Slicing Activity Record. 

 ●  Cloak 
 When you successfully use a Slicer Skill, spend 

 100 additional Credits to select a different 

 Slicer Skill to mask the actual Skill used. 

 ●  Decloak 
 Access a Chain Code  , open Scan Activity, and 

 click Run to list all Slice Activity. Click Decloak, 

 costing 100 Credits per use, to reveal the true 

 Slice Skill used in that record. 

 Dampener 
 When attempting to Infiltrate a Chain Code, 

 File, or Mission, reduce the target Security 

 Rating by one per 100 Credits spent. 

 Data Spike 
 Access a Chain Code  ,  open Data Spike to 

 increase or decrease the Security Rating. Each 

 Security point raised / lowered costs 100 

 Credits. You cannot use this on yourself. 
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 Deep Dive 
 Access a Chain Code  ,  open Deep Dive, select 

 Private, Secret, or Top Secret, click Run. Each 

 attempt for Private costs 500 Credits, for 

 Secret costs 2,000 Credits, and Top Secret 

 costs 5,000 Credits. Deep Dive can be used 

 only once per event. 

 Encryption 
 This Skill allows you to scramble or 

 unscramble the text of a HoloDrive File you 

 did not create. Each use of Encryption costs 

 200 Credits. Instructions included online. 

 False Chain Code 
 This Skill allows you to upload and display a 

 fake Name, Avatar, and Species, either for 

 yourself or another Chain Code you have 

 access to. Each creation of a False Chain Code 

 costs 1,500 credits, and they expire at the end 

 of each event. 

 Firewall 
 Access a Chain Code  ,  open Firewall and click 

 Run to increase the Chain Code Access cost for 

 a single slicer Infiltration attempt. Upon an 

 attempt, Firewall sends the Player an email, 

 then deactivates. Set the Infiltration cost to 

 500 / 1,000 / 1,500 Credits, which is the cost 

 you pay to activate Firewall. You cannot use 

 this on yourself. 

 Holodrive Breach 
 Find a HoloDrive File, click the Computer Panel 

 icon to open HoloDrive Access, click Run to roll 

 an attempt against the target Security Rating 

 needing a match or higher for access. Each 

 attempt for Private costs 200 Credits. 

 Interception 
 Reveal one Faction-only News article not of 

 your Faction. The Faction is random for 2,000 

 credits, or choose Faction for 1,000 credits 

 (Rebellion articles cost 2,000). 

 Locate Slicer 
 Open Locate Slicer and click Run to locate a 

 random slicer not on your Contact List. Each 

 attempt costs 200 Credits, locates a slicer, and 

 rolls against the slicer’s Security Rating, 

 requiring a match or higher to show you the 

 slicer’s Handle and allow Open Comms. 

 Mission Breach 
 Open Mission Breach, select the Faction type 

 and Credit cost, click Run. Once the Faction is 

 selected, choose a Mission from the list and 

 click Run to roll against the Mission’s Security 

 Rating, requiring a match or higher for access. 

 Pilfer Credits 
 Access a Chain Code  ,  open Pilfer Credits to 

 view the available Credits, click Run to 

 withdraw 50%. Pilfer Credits is limited to once 

 per event per accessed Chain Code, and the 

 Player played at least 1 event. 
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 Ransomware 
 Access a Chain Code  ,  open Ransomware to 

 either Add or Remove Ransoms. You cannot 

 use this on youself. 

 ●  Add Ransom 
 Spend 200 Credits to lock the target out of the 

 Holonet. The target either pays 1,500 Credits 

 (secretly paid to you) to remove Ransomware, 

 or have another slicer remove it for them. 

 ●  Remove Ransom 
 Click the Ransom icons affecting the Chain 

 Code to remove them for 200 Credits each. 

 Scan Activity 
 Access a Chain Code  ,  open Scan Activity, click 

 Run to spend 500 Credits for a list of slicing 

 activity. You cannot use this on yourself. 

 Sensitive Data 
 Access a Chain Code  ,  open Sensitive Data. 

 Reveal the true Job for 1,000 Credits, or reveal 

 the true Faction for 2,000 credits. Sensitive 

 Data will not reveal the true Job if the target 

 Job is Force-user (use Deep Dive level 3). 

 Spoofing 
 This Skill allows you to hide or reveal Handles 

 on a Slicing Activity Record. 

 ●  Spoof 
 When you successfully use a Slicer Skill, spend 

 100 additional Credits to enter a name to 

 display instead of your own. 

 ●  Unspoof 
 Access a Chain Code  , open Scan Activity, and 

 click Run to list all Slice Activity. Click Unspoof, 

 costing 100 Credits per use, to reveal the true 

 Handle in that record. 

 Spyware 
 This Skill allows you to add or remove Activity 

 monitoring on a Slicing Activity Record. 

 ●  Locate & Remove 
 Click the Spyware icons affecting the Chain 

 Code to remove them for 500 Credits each. 

 ●  Add Spyware 
 Access a Chain Code  , open Spyware, and click 

 Run to spend 500 Credits to maintain a side 

 panel under Main Controls displaying slicing 

 activity until the end of the event, or removed. 

 Virus / Antivirus 
 Access a Chain Code  ,  open Virus to either Add 

 or Remove Viruses. You cannot use this on 

 youself. 

 ●  Add Virus 
 Spend 100 Credits to scramble portions of text 

 on the Holonet, except the Computer Panel, for 

 the target Character. 

 ●  Antivirus 
 Click the Virus icons affecting the Chain Code 

 to remove them for 100 Credits each. 
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 TECHNIQUES 
 General Techniques  Force Techniques 

 Assassin  Alchaka 

 Body Language  Channel the Force 

 Disarm  Force Crafting 

 Dual Weapon  Force Ghost 

 Heavy Strike  Force Projection 

 Marketeer  Holocron 

 Paralyze Strike  Lightsaber Knight 

 Surgeon  Reflect 

 Warrior's Stance  Shatterpoint 

 Willpower  Strong with the Force 

 GENERAL 
 TECHNIQUES 

 Assassin 
 ●  Prerequisite:  Striking Weapon  or  Archery 

 ●  Method  : Applied 

 ●  Sig Call:  “Status (effect name) (damage)” 

 ●  Consumables  :  Conergin, Death Stick, Flash 

 Bang, Glitterstim, Mangoriza, Pleezer, Spice, 

 Sonic Detonator, or Vecronimum 

 Use the Method to attach the Consumable Tag 

 to your weapon and add that Effect to the next 

 strike with the weapon. Say the Sig Call of the 

 Effect including the damage amount. Example: 

 “Status pain 2”. Remove and recycle the 

 Consumable Tag after the use. 

 Body Language 
 Your Character has studied body language 

 enough to know if a Character resisted an 

 Effect. When you hear the Resist Sig Call, you 

 can take that information In-Game as your 

 Character’s knowledge. 
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 Disarm 
 ●  Prerequisite:  Archery  ,  Blaster  ,  Brawling  , 

 Lightsaber  , or  Striking Weapon 

 ●  Method  : per the weapon used 

 ●  Sig Call: “Status, disarm” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method to strike, and say 

 the Sig Call to use the  Disarm  Effect without 

 also inflicting damage. 

 Dual Weapon 
 ●  Prerequisite:  Archery  ,  Blaster  ,  Brawling  , 

 Lightsaber  , or  Striking Weapon 

 ●  Method  : per the weapon used 

 You may fight with any two weapons, one in 

 each hand, at the same time so long as you 

 have the Skill(s) for those weapon(s). This 

 Technique is needed to fight with a Brawling 

 Fist Weapon and another type of weapon at 

 the same time. 

 Heavy Strike 
 ●  Prerequisite:  Archery  ,  Blaster  ,  Brawling  , 

 Lightsaber  , or  Striking Weapon 

 ●  Method  : per the weapon used 

 ●  Sig Call: “X” 

 Increase the Damage of a single strike by 2. 

 Spend 1 FP and say the Sig Call where X is the 

 new Damage amount. Damage increases from 

 other sources are added together, but strikes 

 cannot be more than 5. 

 Marketeer 
 ●  Prerequisite Skill:  Cyberneticist  , 

 Manufacturer  , or  Scientist 

 Marketeer removes the per event Tag 

 purchase limit for Augments, Consumables, 

 and Equipment. Tags purchased beyond the 

 standard per event limit increases. For 

 example, the first 10 Consumables cost 100 

 Credits each, the next 10 costs 150 Credits 

 each, the next 10 costs 200 each, and so on. 

 Paralyze Strike 
 ●  Prerequisite:  Archery  ,  Blaster  ,  Brawling  , 

 Lightsaber  , or  Striking Weapon 

 ●  Method  : per the weapon used 

 ●  Sig Call: “Status, paralyze” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method to strike, and say 

 the Sig Call to use the  Paralyze  Effect. 
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 Shatterpoint 
 ●  Prerequisite:  Brawling  ,  Lightsaber  , or 

 Striking Weapon 

 ●  Sig Call: “Status, shatter” 

 Spend 1 FP, touch the weapon to a Tagged 

 item for 10 seconds, and say the Sig Call to 

 use the  Shatter  Effect. 

 Surgeon 
 ●  Prerequisite:  Medic 

 This Skill applies when using the Medic Skill. 

 You cannot use this on yourself. 

 ●  First Aid 
 Wrap bandage strips around the Player’s arm 

 for an uninterrupted 15 seconds. Without 

 costing FP, say “Cure Health 2”. If you use  Bacta 

 Nanites  ,  Force Healing  , or  Healing Crystal 

 instead of the bandages, say “Cure Health 10”. 

 ●  Assess Surgery 
 Without costing FP, use the  Scan Gesture  and: 

 ○  “Scan, is your current appearance Cosmetic 

 Surgery?” 

 ●  Cosmetic Surgery 
 The Alien or Human patient may be 

 willing/unwilling, conscious or Knocked Out. 

 Administer one  Conergin  , then mime operating 

 on the patient for 60 seconds to ‘alter’ their 

 appearance, i.e. add or remove hair/tendrils, 

 ears, horns, skin color, skull shape, hands, 

 wings, and tail.  Administer one  Bacta Nanites  . 

 The Player handles any makeup / mask / 

 costuming needed. 

 Warrior’s Stance 
 ●  Sig Call: “Warrior’s Stance” 

 Spend 1 FP, say the Sig Call, and plant one foot 

 to the ground for immunity to Damage attacks 

 i.e. “4” or “4 Fire”. You can attack and defend 

 as normal. After 5 minutes, or you move your 

 foot whichever comes first, your HP drops to 

 zero and you are  Seriously Injured  . 

 Willpower 
 This Technique allows you to use the  Resist 

 Mental Effect  to ignore the last Mental or Scan 

 use on you. Spend 1 FP and say “Resist”. 

 FORCE 
 TECHNIQUES 
 Prerequisite Skill:  Force-sensitive 

 Alchaka 
 ●  Requires:  Obelisk Recharge Area 

 Replenish 1 additional FP per 100 Credits 

 dropped into the Obelisk. You are highly 

 encouraged to role-play Alchaka meditations 

 using any form of exercise you wish that’s safe 

 for others around you. 

 Channel The Force 
 ●  Prerequisite Exception: Droids can buy this 

 Technique 

 When using Equipment that calls for Energy 

 Cells, you can spend 1 FP per use instead. 
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 Force Craft 
 ●  Our Website  > your Character > Tag Store 

 ●  Relic List and Descriptions 

 Visit the Tag Store to purchase Relic Tags. Free 

 Tags, Credit prices, and quantity limitations 

 are detailed in the Tag Store. 

 Force Ghost 
 ●  Our Website  > your Character > Options 

 When your Character dies, continue to play 

 the character as a Force Ghost beginning the 

 next event, not during the same event. In 

 between events, visit the Options Tab online, 

 check Force Ghost, follow the instructions. 

 Force Projection 
 Use a Mental or Status Effect through a media 

 device on a single target Character. You must 

 be speaking live with the target via phone call, 

 walkie talkie, or video chat. State the 

 Character name, then the Sig Call of the Effect. 

 The Focus Skill cannot be used in this manner. 

 Holocron 
 ●  Our Website  > your Character > Tag Store 

 ●  Holocron Description 

 Visit the Tag Store to purchase Holocron Tags. 

 Free Tags, Credit prices, and quantity 

 limitations are detailed in the Tag Store. In 

 addition to the Tag, attach a paper with at 

 least two sentences of one memory that your 

 Character would have. 

 Lightsaber Knight 
 ●  Prerequisite:  Lightsaber 

 ●  Method  : Melee 

 ●  Sig Call:  “Status (effect name) (damage)” or 

 “Mental (effect name) (damage)” 

 ●  Requires: a Mental or Status Skill or 

 Technique 

 Spend 1 FP to add the Skill/Technique Effect to 

 the next strike with the weapon. Say the Sig 

 Call of the Effect including the Damage 

 amount. Example: “Status pain 2”. 

 Reflect 
 ●  Prerequisite:  Lightsaber 

 ●  Method  : Melee 

 While holding a Lightsaber in one hand, use 

 the  Resist Damage Effect  to ignore the last 

 Projectile Damage attack that struck you. 

 Spend 1 FP, say “Reflect X” to ‘send’ the 

 Damage back to the attacker. Reflected 

 damage can be resisted, but not Reflected. 

 Strong With The Force 
 ●  Prerequisite:  Focus 

 When using the Focus Skill on one Character, 

 you may use a second Mental or Status Force 

 Skill on that Character, or another Character. 
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 AUGMENTS 
 Area  Augment  Area  Augment 

 Arm  Strength Enhancement  Hand  Repulsor 

 Chest  Adrenaline Booster  Hand  Shocker 

 Chest  Advanced Combat  Head  AJ^6 Cyborg Implant 

 Chest  Scomp Link  Head  Bio-Scanner 

 Hand  Agonizer  Head  Psicom 1260 Interface 

 Hand  Amplify Blaster  Head  Wetware 

 Hand  Auto-Injector  Legs  Boosted Reflexes 

 Hand  Demolisher  Waist  Electrical Wiring 

 Droid  Power Converter 

 Any Character can use installed Augments 

 limited to one(1) per area: head, left arm, left 

 hand, right arm, right hand, chest, waist, and 

 legs. 

 Augments are installed / removed by 

 Cyberneticists and Droid Mechanics. You can 

 remove the costuming while sleeping. 

 Augments for new Characters come installed, 

 if you choose, at no cost. 

 If you have the Force-sensitive Skill  , 
 Augments cost 2 FP per use, where FP is 

 required. 

 Arm Augments 

 Costume Requirement 

 A robotic-looking, removable, sleeve covering 

 from elbow to wrist. Attach the Augment Tag 

 where it is hidden but easily shown. You can 

 wear clothing and Armor over the sleeve. 

 Strength Enhancement 
 ●  Prerequisite:  Brawling  ,  Lightsaber  ,  Striking 

 Weapon  , or  Advanced Combat Chest 

 ●  Method  : per the weapon used 

 ●  Sig Call: “X” 
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 Increase the Damage of a single strike by 2. 

 Spend 1 FP and say the Sig Call where X is the 

 new Damage amount. Damage increases from 

 other sources are added together, but strikes 

 cannot be more than 5. 

 Chest Augments 
 Costume Requirement 

 A 3” x 3” inch minimum flat 

 electronics-looking, removable, panel 

 positioned on the center of your chest below 

 the collarbone. Attach the Augment Tag to the 

 panel where it is hidden but easily shown. You 

 can wear clothing and Armor over the prop. 

 Adrenaline Booster 
 ●  Method  : Touch 

 ●  Sig Call: “Action, add 1 minute to Knock Out 

 count” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method, and say the Sig 

 Call to add 60 seconds to the Knock Out count 

 for yourself while Knocked Out, or another 

 Knocked Out Character. 

 Advanced Combat 
 Without costing Force Points, you can use 

 Blasters and Striking Weapons as if you had 

 those Skills. A weapon can be used in either 

 hand, but the Dual Weapon Technique is 

 required to use two weapons at once. 

 Scomp Link 
 Touch the Security Lock / Ray Shield prop and 

 instantly switch the light off, or unplug it, 

 opening a door to reach in if need be. 

 Hand Augments 
 Costume Requirement 

 A robotic-looking, removable, glove covering 

 from wrist to fingertip. Attach the Augment 

 Tag where it is hidden but easily shown. You 

 can wear clothing and Armor over the prop. 

 Agonizer 
 ●  Method  : Projectile (packet), or  Gesture  : 

 Status 

 ●  Sig Call: “Status, pain” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method, and say the Sig 

 Call to use the  Pain  Effect. 

 Amplify Blaster 
 ●  Prerequisite:  Archery  ,  Blaster 

 ●  Method  : Projectile 

 ●  Sig Call: “X” 

 Increase the Damage of a single strike by 2. 

 Spend 1 FP and say the Sig Call where X is the 

 new Damage amount. Damage increases from 

 other sources are added together, but strikes 

 cannot be more than 5. 
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 Auto-Injector 
 ●  Method  : Touch 

 ●  Sig Call:  as per the Consumable 

 ●  Consumables  :  Amnesia, Anti-Toxin, Conergin, 

 Data Recovery, Death Stick, Glitterstim, 

 Mangoriza, Pleezer, Spice, Vecuronium 

 Attach the Consumable Tag to your Hand 

 Augment to use that Effect repeatedly. Spend 

 1 FP and say the Sig Call of the Effect. Change 

 Effects by recycling the old Consumable Tag, 

 and replacing it with a new one. 

 Demolisher 
 ●  Method  : Touch 

 ●  Sig Call: “Status, shatter” 

 Spend 1 FP, hold a Tagged item for 10 seconds, 

 and say the Sig Call to use the  Shatter  Effect. 

 Repulsor 
 ●  Method  : Projectile (packet), or  Gesture  : 

 Status 

 ●  Sig Call: “Status, knock back” or “Status, 

 come here” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method or Gesture, and 

 say the Sig Call to use the  Knock Back / Come 

 Here  Effect. Additionally, ignore a Padlock on a 

 door or box and open it. 

 Shocker 
 ●  Method  : Projectile (packet), or  Gesture  : 

 Status 

 ●  Sig Call: “Status, paralyze” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method, and say the Sig 

 Call to use the  Paralyze  Effect. 

 Head Augments 
 Costume Requirement 

 A futuristic- or robotic- looking, removable, 

 headband. Attach the Augment Tag to the 

 headband where it is hidden but easily shown. 

 You can wear clothing and Armor over the 

 prop. 

 Aj^6 Cyborg Implant 
 This Augment grants the use of the Skill 

 named on the Tag. 

 Bio-Scanner 
 ●  Gesture  : Scan 

 ●  Sig Call: “Scan X” 

 Use the Gesture, spend 1 FP, and say the Sig 

 Call where X is one question below the Player 
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 answers immediately OOG based on their true 

 or disguised Species: 

 ○  “Scan, what Species are you?” 

 ○  “Scan, how much HP do you have?” 

 ○  “Scan, what is your Force Rating?” 

 Psicom 1260 Interface 
 ●  Method  : Touch, or  Gesture  : Mental 

 ●  Sig Call: “Mental, emotion X” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method or Gesture, and 

 say the Sig Call to use  Emotion Control  . 

 Wetware 
 This Augment allows you to use the  Resist 

 Mental Effect  to ignore the last Mental or Scan 

 use on you. Spend 1 FP and say “Resist”. 

 Leg Augments 
 Costume Requirement 

 Robotic-looking, removable, spats covering 

 from the knee to the ankle. Attach the 

 Augment Tag to one of the pieces where it is 

 hidden but easily shown. You can wear 

 clothing and Armor over the prop. 

 Boosted Reflexes 
 This allows you to use the  Resist Damage 

 Effect  to ignore the last Melee weapon attack 

 that struck you. Spend 1 FP and say “Resist”. 

 Waist Augments 
 Costume Requirement 

 Exposed wiring / tubing running vertically 

 around your Waist (use C3-PO as an example) 

 covering a height of at least 6 inches and must 

 be removable. Attach the Augment Tag to the 

 piece where it is hidden but easily shown. You 

 can wear clothing and Armor over the prop. 

 Electrical Wiring 
 This Augment allows you to use the  Resist 

 Status Effect  to ignore the last Status or Action 

 on you. Spend 1 FP and say “Resist”. 

 Droid Augments 
 Costume Requirement 

 Choose one for the costume requirements: 

 Arm, Hand, Head, Chest, Legs, or Waist. 

 Power Converter 
 For Droids only, this Augment increases your 

 Force Rating to a maximum of 20. 

 ●  Adding a Converter increases your Force Rating 

 by 5. Your current FP does not change, 

 requiring Cure Force to increase to the new 

 Force Rating. 

 ●  Removing a Converter decreases your Force 

 Rating by 5. If your current FP is higher than 

 the new Force Rating, HP automatically 

 decreases to the new Rating. 
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 CONSUMABLES 
 Amnesia Nanites  Flash Bang 

 Anti-toxin Nanites  Glitterstim 

 Bacta Nanites  Mangoriza 

 Conergin  Pleezer 

 Data Recovery Nanites  Spice 

 Death Stick  Sonic Detonator 

 Detonite  Thermal Detonator 

 Energy Cell  Vecuronium 

 Any Character can use Consumables on any 

 Character,  including yourself  . 

 A prop is required for each Consumable 

 Tag  . Prop photos for each item are on  Our 

 Website  > your Character > Tag Store. 

 ●  Bottle 
 A single serving bottle is 1.5 to 5 inches in 

 length, and can have only 1 Tag attached to it. 

 A storage bottle is 6 inches in length and 

 greater, and can have multiple Tags of the 

 same type attached to it. 

 ●  Syringe 
 Represented by a  syringe pen  with 1 

 Consumable Tag attached. 

 Amnesia Nanites 
 ●  Method  : Ingested 

 ●  Sig Call: “Mental, memory wipe” 

 Recycle the Tag, use the Method, and say the 

 Sig Call to use the  Memory Wipe  Effect. 

 ❖  Prop  -  a Bottle or Syringe. 

 Anti-Toxin Nanites 
 ●  Method  : Ingested 

 ●  Sig Call: “Cure Status” 

 Recycle the Tag, use the Method, and say the 

 Sig Call to use the  Cure Status  Effect. 

 ❖  Prop  -  a Bottle or Syringe. 
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 Bacta Nanites 
 ●  Method  : Touch 

 ●  Sig Call: “Cure Health 2” 

 Use the Method to hold the bandage prop to 

 the Player’s arm, recycle the Tag, and say the 

 Sig Call to instantly use the  Cure Health  Effect. 

 ❖  Prop  -  a 3” x 3” minimum padded bandage. 

 Use a real bandage or make your own. 

 Conergin 
 ●  Method  : Ingested 

 ●  Sig Call: “Mental, sleep” 

 Recycle the Tag, use the Method, and say the 

 Sig Call to use the  Sleep  Effect. 

 ❖  Prop  -  a Bottle or Syringe. 

 Data Recovery Nanites 
 ●  Method  : Ingested 

 ●  Sig Call: “Action, restore memory” 

 Recycle the Tag, use the Method, and say the 

 Sig Call to restore the memories of a character 

 who was Memory Wiped during this event. 

 ❖  Prop  -  a Bottle or Syringe. 

 Death Stick 
 ●  Method  : Ingested 

 ●  Sig Call: “Mental, daze” 

 Recycle the Tag, use the Method, and say the 

 Sig Call to use the  Daze  Effect. In-Game, Death 

 Sticks are highly addictive, role-play this! 

 ❖  Prop  -  a Bottle or Syringe. 

 Detonite 
 ●  Method  : Touch 

 ●  Sig Call: “Status, shatter” 

 Recycle the Tag, touch the prop to a Tagged 

 item for 10 seconds, and say the Sig Call to 

 use the  Shatter  Effect. 

 ●  Prop  -  Silly Putty (1/4lb min,  example  ), or a 3” 

 x 3” minimum foam that looks like putty. 

 Energy Cell 
 Used to activate Equipment items, where 

 called for, an Energy Cell card must be stored 

 inside of, or attached to the Equipment prop. 

 The maximum number of Energy Cell cards is 

 specified in the item's description, and must 

 be removed and reloaded. As with Tags, 

 please recycle Energy Cards when used. 

 ❖  Prop  -  a 2” x 3.5” card provided by Logistics. 

 Flash Bang 
 ●  Method  : Projectile (throw), or  Gesture  : 

 Status 

 ●  Sig Call: “Status, blind” 

 Recycle the Tag, use the Method, and say the 

 Sig Call to use the  Blind  Effect. 

 ●  Prop  -  a Nerf Elite Missile, or foam Throwable 

 that meets  Weapon Specs  . 
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 Glitterstim 
 ●  Method  : Ingested 

 ●  Sig Call: “Mental, emotion X” 

 Recycle the Tag, use the Method, and say the 

 Sig Call to use  Emotion Control  . In-Game, 

 Glitterstims are highly addictive, role-play this! 

 ❖  Prop  - a Bottle or Syringe. 

 Mangoriza 
 ●  Method  : Ingested 

 ●  Sig Call: “Status, pain” 

 Spend 1 FP, use the Method, and say the Sig 

 Call to use the  Pain  Effect. 

 ❖  Prop  - a Bottle or Syringe. 

 Pleezer 
 ●  Method  : Ingested 

 ●  Sig Call: “Cure Mental” 

 Recycle the Tag, use the Method, and say the 

 Sig Call to instantly use the  Cure Mental  Effect. 

 ❖  Prop  - a Bottle or Syringe. 

 Spice 
 ●  Method  : Ingested 

 ●  Sig Call: “Mental, illusion X” 

 Recycle the Tag, use the Method, and say the 

 Sig Call, where X is the illusion description, to 

 use the  Illusion  Effect. In-Game, Spice is highly 

 addictive, role-play this! 

 ❖  Prop  - a Bottle or Syringe. 

 Sonic Detonator 
 ●  Method  : Projectile (throw) 

 ●  Sig Call: “Mental, daze” 

 Recycle the Tag, use the Method, and say the 

 Sig Call to use the  Daze  Effect. 

 ●  Prop  - a Nerf Elite Missile, or foam 

 Throwable that meets  Weapon Specs  . 

 Thermal Detonator 
 ●  Method  : Projectile (throw) 

 ●  Sig Call: “4 Fire” 

 Recycle the Tag, use the Method, and say the 

 Sig Call to inflict 4 Damage. 

 ○  Ghosts are vulnerable to Fire. 

 ●  Prop  - a Nerf Elite Missile, or foam throw 

 that meets  Weapon Specs  . 

 Vecuronium 
 ●  Method  : Ingested 

 ●  Sig Call: “Status, paralyze” 

 Recycle the Tag, use the Method, and say the 

 Sig Call to use the  Paralyze  Effect. 

 ❖  Prop  - a Bottle or Syringe. 
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 EQUIPMENT 
 Battle Armor  Ion Blaster 

 Containment Field  Medical Scanner 

 Defibrillator  Personal Energy Shield 

 Electro-weapon  Psychic Augmenter 

 Enviro-cloak  Ray Shield 

 Flamethrower  Restraining Bolt 

 Fusion Welder  Sensor Jammer 

 Inhibitor Binders  Vibro-weapon 

 Any Character can use Equipment as long as 

 any Prerequisites are met. 

 A prop is required for each Equipment Tag  . 

 Prop photos for each item are on  Our Website 

 > your Character > Tag Store. Weapons must 

 meet the  Weapon Specs  . 

 Battle Armor 
 Front Torso  Heavy (plate) Armor  increases 

 Health Rating by 4, instead of 2. 

 ●  Prop  -  Heavy front torso ‘plate’ and some 

 ‘controls’ in the center. Star Wars  Example  . 

 Containment Field 
 While standing on the prop with its lights on, 

 the  Paralyze  Effect is active. Turning the lights 

 on and off does not cost FP or Tags. 

 ●  Prop  -  A 3-foot diameter round of white wood 

 base trimmed in white rope light with a blue 

 rope light attached between the base and a 

 pair of wrist cuffs. 
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 Defibrillator 
 ●  Method  : Touch, or  Gesture  : Cure 

 ●  Sig Call: “Action, Knock out cure health 1” 

 Remove and recycle an Energy Cell, use the 

 Gesture or Method to hold the prop over the 

 player, and say the Sig Call to revive a Dead 

 character within their 10-minute Death timer. 

 This item holds up to 10 Energy Cells at a time. 

 ●  Prop  -  a 4” x 4” x 1” minimum sized box, that 

 can carry Energy Cell cards, with two attached 

 paddles. Star Wars  Example  . 

 Electro-Weapon 
 ●  Prerequisite Skill:  Striking Weapon 

 ●  Method  : Melee 

 ●  Sig Call: “Status, pain 2” 

 Electro-weapons have a base Damage of 2 

 without costing anything. Or, you can remove 

 and recycle an Energy Cell, use the Method to 

 strike, and say the Sig Call to use the  Pain 

 Effect with Damage. Electro-weapons hold up 

 to 10 Energy Cells at a time. 

 ●  Prop  -  Baton, or staff, weapon 16” to 75” in 

 overall length.  Example  . If a blade color is 

 used, only Purple or Yellow is allowed, see  Stun 

 Batons  and  Electrostaff  . Carry Energy Cell cards 

 in a bag or foam box either firmly attached to 

 the weapon handle, or separately on your belt 

 (one per Equipment). 

 Enviro-Cloak 
 This allows you to use the  Resist Status Effect 

 to ignore the last Status or Action on you. 

 Remove and recycle an Energy Cell and say 

 “Resist”. Enviro-cloaks hold up to 5 Energy 

 Cells at a time, and you can wear only 1 

 Enviro-cloak. 

 ●  Prop  -  A cloak, poncho, jacket, or vest, that 

 covers your torso from shoulder to upper thigh 

 minimum. Star Wars  Example  . Carry the Energy 

 Cell cards in a bag or pocket attached to the 

 inside of the cloak. 

 Flamethrower 
 ●  Prerequisite Skill:  Blaster 

 ●  Method  : Projectile (foam dart) 

 ●  Sig Call: “4 Fire” 

 Blasters have a base Damage of 2 without 

 costing anything. Or, you can remove and 

 recycle an Energy Cell, use the Method to 

 strike, and say the Sig Call to inflict 4 Damage. 

 Ghosts are vulnerable to Fire. Flamethrowers 

 hold up to 10 Energy Cells at a time. 

 ●  Prop -  A blaster that requires two hands to 

 fire. Star Wars  Example  . Carry the Energy Cell 

 cards in a container firmly attached to the 

 blaster. The Flamethrower prop cannot also be 

 an Ion Blaster. 

 Fusion Welder 
 ●  Method  : Touch 

 ●  Sig Call: “Status, shatter” 

 Remove and recycle the Energy Cell, touch the 

 prop to a Tagged item for 10 seconds, and say 

 the Sig Call to use the  Shatter  Effect. Fusion 

 Welders hold up to 10 Energy Cells at a time. 

 ●  Prop  -  welding nozzle (  example  ) with an 

 attached container holding the Energy Cells. 
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 Inhibitor Bindings 
 ●  Sig Call: “Action, cannot use FP” 

 When placing these on a Character per 

 Detainment  > Bindings, say the Sig Call to 

 prevent the use of Force Points for any Skill, 

 Technique, Relic, Augment, or Equipment. 

 ●  Prop  -  A pair of ‘metal’ wrist cuffs that can 

 wrap around a wrist, but can be easily 

 removed. Star Wars  Example  . 

 Ion Blaster 
 ●  Prerequisite Skill:  Blaster 

 ●  Method  : Projectile (foam dart) 

 ●  Sig Call: “Status paralyze 2” 

 Blasters have a base Damage of 2 without 

 costing anything. Or, you can remove and 

 recycle an Energy Cell, use the Method to 

 strike, and say the Sig Call to use the  Paralyze 

 Effect with Damage. Ion Blasters hold up to 10 

 Energy Cells at a time. 

 ●  Prop -  A pistol or shotgun-style blaster. Star 

 Wars  Example  . Carry the Energy Cell cards in a 

 container firmly attached to the blaster. The 

 Ion Blaster prop cannot also be Flamethrower. 

 Medical Scanner 
 Without costing anything, use the  Scan 

 Gesture  to ask: 

 ○  “Scan, how much HP do you have?” 

 ○  “Scan, are you afflicted by a Status effect?” 

 ○  “Scan, are you Knocked Out or Dead?” 

 ●  Prop -  Any type of real life electrical meter. 

 Personal Energy Shield 
 While wearing the prop on your waist belt, this 

 allows you to use the  Resist Damage Effect  to 

 ignore the last Damage attack that struck you. 

 Remove and recycle an Energy Cell and say 

 “Resist”. Personal Energy Shields hold up to 5 

 Energy Cells at a time, and you can wear only 

 1 Personal Energy Shield. 

 ●  Prop  -  A 3”x3”x1” minimum-sized box that can 

 hold Energy Cell cards. Star Wars  Example  . 
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 Psychic Augmenter 
 While wearing the prop on your head, this 

 allows you to use the  Resist Mental Effect  to 

 ignore the last Mental or Scan use on you. 

 Remove and recycle an Energy Cell and say 

 “Resist”. Psychic Augmenters hold up to 5 

 Energy Cells at a time, and you can wear only 

 1 Psychic Augmenter. 

 ●  Prop  -  Futuristic/cyberpunk goggles. Carry the 

 Energy Cell cards in a container on your belt 

 (one per Equipment). 

 Ray Shield 
 When the  LED rope light  is on, no one can walk 

 through the door. Damage attacks are blocked 

 from both directions, but Status and Mental 

 attacks are not blocked. From the same side 

 the rope light is plugged in, turn it on/off or 

 unplug it for free. Ray Shields do not lock the 

 door nor prevent it from being opened/closed. 

 ●  Prop  -  RED LED rope light around the door 

 frame covering top, left, and right sides. Try to 

 make the light visible from both sides of the 

 door. Attach the Tag to the prop close to the 

 door and next to the plug. Star Wars  Example  . 

 Restraining Bolt 
 Applied to a willing or unwilling Droid, the 

 Droid wearer is under the  Command  Effect, 

 taking commands from any Character, until 

 the Restraining Bolt is removed by another 

 Character. 

 ●  Prop  -  a 2” minimum disk on a necklace. Star 

 Wars  Example  . 

 Sensor Jammer 
 While wearing the prop on your waist belt, 

 remove and recycle an Energy Cell to answer 

 any one Scan question any way you like 

 instead of the truth as normally required. 

 Sensor Jammers hold up to 5 Energy Cells at a 

 time, and you can wear only 1 Sensor Jammer. 

 ●  Prop  -  A 3”x3”x1” minimum-sized box that can 

 hold Energy Cell cards. 

 Vibro-Weapon 
 ●  Prerequisite Skill:  Striking Weapon 

 ●  Method  : Melee 

 ●  Sig Call: “2” 

 Vibro-weapons have a base Damage of 2 

 without costing anything. 

 ●  Prop  -  a futuristic / cyberpunk / steampunk 

 LARP melee weapon. If a blade color is used, 

 only red, orange, green, and blue may be used. 
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 RELICS 
 Belt of Bodo Bass  Force Crystal  Revan Mask 

 Circlet of Saresh  Healing Crystal  Ritual Robe 

 Cloak of Shadow  Holocron  Sith Amulet 

 Eye of the Sun  Meditation Crystal  Sith Chalice 

 Any  Alien or Human  Character can use Relics 

 as long as any Prerequisites are met. 

 If you do  NOT  have the Force-sensitive 
 Skill  , Relics cost 2 Force Points per use. 

 A prop is required for each Relic Tag  . Photos 

 are on  Our Website  > your Character > Tag 

 Store. Weapons must meet the  Weapon Specs  . 

 Belt Of Bodo Bass 
 ●  Prerequisite Skill:  Striking Weapon 

 ●  Prerequisite Technique:  Reflect 

 While wearing this Relic, use a Striking weapon 

 instead of a Lightsaber when using Reflect. 

 ●  Prop  - a  Belt of Bodo Baas  . 

 Circlet Of Saresh 
 ●  Method  : Touch, or  Gesture  : Mental 

 ●  Sig Call: “Mental, daze” 

 While wearing this Relic, spend 1 FP, use the 

 Method or Gesture, and say the Sig Call to use 

 the  Daze  Effect. 

 ●  Prop  -  a gold metal or brown leather circlet 

 that you can wear. 

 Cloak Of Shadow 
 While wearing this Relic, using Augments costs 

 1 FP instead of 2. 

 ●  Prop  -  a black cloak or cape (shoulder to knee, 

 minimum). 

 Eye Of The Sun 
 ●  Prerequisite:  Archery  ,  Blaster  ,  Brawling  , 

 Lightsaber  ,  Striking Weapon  , or  Advanced 

 Combat Chest 

 ●  Method  : per the weapon used 

 ●  Sig Call: “X” 

 Attach this Relic to a weapon to increase the 

 Damage of a single strike by 2. Spend 1 FP and 

 say the Sig Call where X is the new Damage 

 amount. Damage increases from other 

 sources are added together, but strikes cannot 

 be more than 5. 

 ●  Prop  -  a 2” inch or larger foam ‘stone’ with a 

 yellow eye painted on one side. 
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 Force Crystal 
 For Aliens and Humans, this Relic increases 

 your Force Rating to a maximum of 20. 

 ●  Carrying a Force Crystal on your person 

 increases your Force Rating by 5. Your current 

 FP does not change, requiring Cure Force to 

 increase to the new Force Rating. 

 ●  Removing Force Crystal from your person 

 decreases your Force Rating by 5. If your 

 current FP is higher than the new Force Rating, 

 HP automatically decreases to the new Rating. 

 ●  Prop  -  a blue, green, or red ‘crystal’ or ‘stone’  3 

 inches or larger.  Example  . 

 Healing Crystal 
 ●  Method  : Touch 

 ●  Sig Call: “Cure Health 5” 

 Carry this Relic on your person to use the 

 Method, spend 1 FP, and say the Sig Call to 

 instantly use the  Cure Health  Effect. 

 ●  Prop  -  a clear or white ‘crystal’ or ‘stone’ 3 

 inches or larger. 

 Holocron 
 ●  Prerequisite Skill:  Force-sensitive 

 While carrying a Holocron on your person, you 

 can use the Skill named on the Tag as per the 

 Skill’s description. Your Character also learns 

 the Memory attached to the Holocron prop. 

 ●  Prop  -  size 3” - 6” inches, a Light Side / Jedi 

 blue cube, or Dark Side / Sith red pyramid. 

 Meditation Crystal 
 Place this crystal in the middle of a Group 

 Counseling session circle for Participants to 

 replenish base 4 FP instead of 2. Participants 

 with the Group Counseling Skill still receive 

 only 1 FP. 

 ●  Prop  -  an orange ‘crystal’ or ‘stone’ 3 inches or 

 larger. 

 Revan Mask 
 While wearing this Relic, increase your Health 

 Rating by 2, as per  Armor  . Your total Health 

 Rating can never be higher than 20. 

 ●  Prop  -  despite the name, any Star Wars-replica 

 full face mask or helmet dated no later than 

 Return of the Jedi  .  Mask examples  .  Helmet 

 examples  . Enlarged eye holes in replica masks 

 and helmets for better visibility is permitted. 
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 Ritual Robe 
 Wear this Relic while using the Obelisk, 

 replenish 1 additional Force Point per 100 

 Credits spent. If you don’t have the Group 

 Counseling Skill, wear this Relic as a 

 Participant in a Group Counseling session and 

 replenish 2 additional FP. 

 ●  Prop  -  a robe in the style worn by the  Old Jedi 

 Order  , can be any color. 

 Sith Amulet 
 ●  Method  : Projectile (packet, throw) 

 ●  Sig Call: “4 Lightning” 

 While wearing this Relic, spend 1 FP, use the 

 Method or Gesture, and say the Sig Call to 

 inflict 4 Damage. The Force-sensitive Skill is 

 not required. 

 ○  Ghosts are vulnerable to Lightning. 

 ○  Droids are inflicted with the  Pain  Effect. 

 ●  Prop  -  a purple ‘crystal’ or ‘stone’ amulet 2 

 inches or larger on a necklace.  Example  . 

 Sith Chalice 
 Sit this Relic inside a room with one door to 

 keep Force Ghosts from either entering or 

 leaving the room. On a card state “Sith 

 Chalice, Force Ghosts cannot pass through this 

 door”, then place that card on either the 

 outside of the door to prevent Ghosts from 

 entering, or on the inside to prevent Ghosts 

 from leaving. Only one Sith Chalice card can 

 be placed on a door at a time. 

 ●  Prop  -  a  Sith Chalice  or an equivalent vase 12 

 inches tall or larger. 
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 Weapon Specs 
 ALL WEAPONS MUST PASS A SAFETY INSPECTION EACH EVENT 

 Safety inspections are held at events by the Safety 

 Team in the dining hall while Logistics is open. 

 Bring finished, ready-to-use LARP weapons. 

 Weapons cannot be inspected between events. 

 Be prepared if your weapon does not pass. 

 Approved weapons are marked with a color-coded 

 ribbon for the event. Any weapon without that 

 ribbon cannot be used until it's safety approved. 

 Loaned Weapons 
 Galaxy Awaits does not loan or rent weapons, 

 props, and costumes to players. You must bring 

 your own. 

 Archery 

 Real Bow & Arrow 

 ●  Bow - real straight bow with a 26 pound pull or 

 less. 

 ●  Arrow - padded LARP arrow only from 

 Calimacil, Palnatoke, Epic Armory, IDV, or 

 Windlass. 

 ●  Fire only one arrow at a time. No multi-shots. 

 Toy Bow / Crossbow 

 ●  Only the Nerf brand is accepted. See Blaster 

 below: 

 NOT ALLOWED 

 ●  COMBO: no bayonets, or ‘gun-blades’, or taping 

 two weapons together. 

 ●  ARROWS: Homemade and Etsy arrows 

 ●  BOWS: Compound bows and real crossbows 

 ○  Toy bows and crossbows that are NOT Nerf 

 ●  BLASTERS: BoomCo, Nerf Rival, Australian Nerf, 

 disk shooters, and homemade blasters 

 ○  Internal blaster parts in a custom shell 

 ○  Blasters that shoot more than one dart per 

 trigger reset 

 ○  Blasters that shoot short darts (Stefan 

 Rounds) 

 ●  AMMO: Nerf Ultra, disks, Rival rounds, 

 homemade ammo, and any other ammo type 

 or brand not listed in Ammo below. 

 ●  MELEE: Nerf melee weapons that are not 

 coreless, Hero’s Edge, Galaxy’s Edge 

 Lightsabers, Calimacil, CaliMotion LEDSaber 

 Sleeves 

 ○  Homemade removable blade weapons. 

 ○  Boffers, duct tape and/or cloth covered 

 weapons. 

 ●  SHIELD: Duct tape and/or cloth covered shields 
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 Blaster 
 Flywheel, spring, battery operated blasters only 

 from Nerf, Dart Zone, Adventure Force, Air Zone, 

 Zuru, and Buzz Bee. 

 ●  Must fire one dart per trigger reset with a 
 minimum 1 second count in between trigger 
 reset. 

 ●  Internal spring or flywheel modifications must 
 fire at or below 120 fps (feet per second),which 
 will be tested in a multiple dart test on a 
 ballistic chronograph, to be allowed in game. 

 ●  Flywheel blasters must have sensors regulating 
 the jam door and magazine well lock. 

 ●  Painted realistic ‘Star Wars’ colors preferred, or 

 minimum black, gray, or white. 

 ●  Cosmetic decorative customizations and 

 add-ons are allowed. 

 ●  LED and audio modifications are allowed. LEDs 

 must meet  Flashlight  rules, and not blinding. 

 ●  Orange safety tip not required. 

 ●  Attaching two Nerf blasters with their tactical 

 rails as Hasbro designed is allowed and counts 

 as a single weapon. 

 Blaster Ammunition 
 ●  Nerf, Adventure Force, Air Zone, Buzz Bee, Dart 

 Zone, Zuru brands, and  generic made-for-Nerf  . 

 ●  Allowed Ammo Types 
 standard darts for Nerf / Air Zone / Buzz Bee, 
 Nerf Accustrike, Nerf N-Strike Mega darts, Nerf 
 Mega XL darts, Nerf N-Strike Elite Missiles, and 
 Nerf Ballistic Balls. 

 ●  Recommended Ammo Types for Best 
 Accuracy 
 Dart Zone (or approved generic) Waffle tip, 
 Nerf Accustrike (or approved generic), Nerf 
 Mega Accustrike (or approved generic). 

 Brawl Weapon 
 A Brawl Skill weapon is a coreless 12 - 20 inch 

 section of ¾ inch pipe foam insulation with ½ inch 

 wall. No core, paint, coverings, or decorations of 

 any kind is allowed. 

 Melee Weapon 
 ●  Overall Length:  14 inch minimum, 76 inch 

 maximum. 

 ●  Core: 

 ○  Weapons up to 40 inches: 3/8 - 1/2 inch 

 graphite, carbon fiber, or fiberglass 

 ○  Weapons 41 to 76 inches: 1/2 inch 

 fiberglass 

 ○  LED Lightsaber: 1"OD 3/4"ID 1/8" walled 

 polycarbonate clear tube. 

 ●  Blade:  10 inch minimum length. Foam must be 

 2# XLPE or similar, with a minimum 1/2 inch 

 thick on striking edges. 

 ○  LED Lightsabers with removable blades 

 cannot be taken apart after Safety check. 

 ○  LED Lightsaber: using the polycarbonate 

 tube and white pool noodle: 

 1.  Measure the pool noodle to just above 

 where the tube is inserted into the 

 handle to ½ to ¾ of an inch above the 

 tip. Slice the noodle in half lengthwise. 

 2.  Using Spray 77, or contact cement, to 

 glue the noodle to the tube starting 

 from the bottom working your way up, 

 sealing the sides and the tip. 

 3.  Spray coat with either clear Plastidip or 

 clear latex (about 6-8 equal coats) 

 4.  Use a flexible clear sealant such as Frog 

 Juice, Through the Roof, or Krylon Low 

 Odor Clear Finish. 

 ●  Tip:  2 coreless inches of the same foam and 

 may be pointed. 
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 ●  Crossguard:  coreless EVA foam and may be 

 pointed. 

 ●  Handle:  4 inch minimum. Made of any 

 material, permanently attached to the core. 

 ○  Electronic Weapons: Batteries and boards 

 must be in or on the Handle. 

 ●  Pommel:  Either an end cap or up to a 2 inch 

 handle extension off the core, made of the 

 same material as the Handle. Pointed end is 

 allowed if made of foam. 

 ●  Foams:  2# XLPE, EVA, craft foam, Plastazote, 

 LED EVA, pipe foam insulation, pool noodle or 

 standard white pool noodle ½” thickness, blue 

 camp mat foam. 

 ●  Paint:  realistic ‘Star Wars’ colors preferred, or 

 minimum black, gray, or white. Plastidip or 

 latex, acrylic paints, and a flexible clear sealant 

 such as Frog Juice, Through the Roof, or Krylon 

 Low Odor Clear Finish. 

 ○  Lightsaber colors:  red, orange, yellow, 

 green, blue, and purple. White means the 

 weapon is “off”. 

 Shield 
 Shields must be futuristic looking. Examples:  Riot 

 Shield  and  Personal Combat Shield  . 

 ●  Overall Dimensions:  12 to 36 inch diameter, 

 or 12 by 12 inch minimum and 24 by 36 inches 

 maximum. 

 ●  Core:  thick corrugated cardboard that doesn’t 

 bend, non-brittle clear acrylic sheet, foam 

 board (double layer), pickle barrel, and plastic 

 from storage bin lids and sleds. 

 ●  Edge:  foam, matching the Core thickness, 

 extends a minimum 1 inch from the edge and 

 wraps around to the front and back. Foams 

 include 2# XLPE, EVA, LED EVA, craft foam, 

 Plastazote, pipe foam insulation, pool noodle, 

 blue camp mat. 

 ○  LED Shields: attach the light strip to the 

 edge, then apply the foam. 

 ●  Front:  foam is not required except to pad 

 fastener protrusions from the handle. 

 ●  Back:  You can attach weapon holsters, ammo 

 pouches, and the like. 

 ○  LED Shields: batteries and electronics go 

 here. 

 ●  Paint:  realistic ‘Star Wars’ colors preferred, or 

 minimum black, gray, or white. Plastidip or 

 latex, acrylic paints, and a flexible clear sealant 

 such as Frog Juice, Through the Roof, or Krylon 

 Low Odor Clear Finish. 

 Throwables 
 ●  Overall Length:  4 - 20 inches overall length, or 

 2.5 inch minimum diameter ball. 

 ●  Core:  none, but can be weighted with up to 10 

 pennies. 

 ●  Foams:  same as Melee Weapon. Softer foam 

 preferred. 

 ●  Paint:  same as Melee Weapon. 

 ●  Safety:  no points and no protrusions smaller 

 than an eye socket. 

 ●  Birdseed Packet: 

 With an 8 inch squared piece of cotton fabric, 

 place  1-2 tablespoons  of  birdseed (without 

 corn or sunflower seed)  into  the  center,  lift 

 the corners, and seal closed with a rubber 

 band. The packet should be soft and pliable. 

 If you have any questions, please contact the 

 Safety Team via our Facebook group, Discord 

 server, or website at 

 http://thegalaxyawaits.org/contact.php?staff=7 
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 OUR GAME 

 What is LARP? 

 Events 

 Player Driven 

 Combat Style 

 360 Degree Illusion 

 Out-Of-Game 

 Costume 

 Props 

 Cabin 

 SAFETY 

 Stand Down 

 Touching 

 Physical, Choreographed, 
 Role-Play 

 Fire & Flashlights 

 CHARACTER 

 Advancement 

 Primary Character (PC) 

 Backup Character 

 Non-Player Character (NPC) 

 Character Interactions 

 Character Switching 

 Species: ALIEN 

 Species: DROID 

 Species: GHOST 

 Species: HUMAN 

 FACTIONS 

 JOBS 

 Missions 

 GENERAL RULES 

 Health 

 The Force 

 Tags 

 Ammunition 

 Armor 

 Communications 

 Currency 

 Detainment 

 Holonet 

 Locks 

 Medical & Cybernetic Lab 

 Moving An Incapacitated 
 Character 

 Real Electronics 

 Recharge Areas 

 Thievery 

 Throwable Weapons 

 COMBAT 

 Weapon Types 

 Injury, Dying, Death 

 1. SERIOUSLY INJURED 

 2. KNOCKED OUT 

 3. DYING / DEATH 

 Non-Combatant 

 EFFECTS 

 Signature Call 

 Delivery Methods 

 Gesture Delivery Method 

 Gestures 

 Cure Effects 

 Mental Effects 

 Status Effects 

 Resists 

 SKILLS 

 Archery 

 Blaster 

 Brawling 

 Cyberneticist 

 Defense 

 Demolitions 

 Droid Mechanic 

 Escape 

 Fence Item 

 Force-Sensitive 

 Galactic Lore 

 Group Counseling 

 Intimidation 

 Manufacturer 

 Medic 

 Scientist 

 Security 

 Shield 

 Sincerity 

 Slicer 

 Striking Weapon 

 Torture 

 FORCE SKILLS 

 Breath Control 

 Center of Being 

 Deflect 

 Focus 

 Force Armor 

 Force Blindness 

 Force Body 

 Force Choke 

 Force Healing 

 Force Illusion 

 Force Lightning 

 Force Paralyze 

 Force Stun 

 Lightsaber 

 Mind Trick 

 Pyrokinesis 

 Telekinesis 

 Tutaminis 

 SLICE SKILLS 

 Clean Slate 

 Cloaking 

 Dampener 

 Data Spike 
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 Deep Dive 

 Encryption 

 False Chain Code 

 Firewall 

 Holodrive Breach 

 Interception 

 Locate Slicer 

 Mission Breach 

 Pilfer Credits 

 Ransomware 

 Scan Activity 

 Sensitive Data 

 Spoofing 

 Spyware 

 Virus / Antivirus 

 TECHNIQUES 

 Assassin 

 Body Language 

 Disarm 

 Dual Weapon 

 Heavy Strike 

 Marketeer 

 Paralyze Strike 

 Shatterpoint 

 Surgeon 

 Warrior’s Stance 

 Willpower 

 FORCE TECHNIQUES 

 Alchaka 

 Channel The Force 

 Force Craft 

 Force Ghost 

 Force Projection 

 Holocron 

 Lightsaber Knight 

 Reflect 

 Strong With The Force 

 AUGMENTS 

 Arm Augments 

 Strength Enhancement 

 Chest Augments 

 Adrenaline Booster 

 Advanced Combat 

 Scomp Link 

 Hand Augments 

 Agonizer 

 Amplify Blaster 

 Auto-Injector 

 Demolisher 

 Repulsor 

 Shocker 

 Head Augments 

 Aj^6 Cyborg Implant 

 Bio-Scanner 

 Psicom 1260 Interface 

 Wetware 

 Leg Augments 

 Boosted Reflexes 

 Waist Augments 

 Electrical Wiring 

 Droid Augments 

 Power Converter 

 CONSUMABLES 

 Amnesia Nanites 

 Anti-Toxin Nanites 

 Bacta Nanites 

 Conergin 

 Data Recovery Nanites 

 Death Stick 

 Detonite 

 Energy Cell 

 Flash Bang 

 Glitterstim 

 Mangoriza 

 Pleezer 

 Spice 

 Sonic Detonator 

 Thermal Detonator 

 Vecuronium 

 EQUIPMENT 

 Battle Armor 

 Containment Field 

 Defibrillator 

 Electro-Weapon 

 Enviro-Cloak 

 Flamethrower 

 Fusion Welder 

 Inhibitor Bindings 

 Ion Blaster 

 Medical Scanner 

 Personal Energy Shield 

 Psychic Augmenter 

 Ray Shield 

 Restraining Bolt 

 Sensor Jammer 

 Vibro-Weapon 

 RELICS 

 Belt Of Bodo Bass 

 Circlet Of Saresh 

 Cloak Of Shadow 

 Eye Of The Sun 

 Force Crystal 

 Healing Crystal 

 Holocron 

 Meditation Crystal 

 Revan Mask 

 Ritual Robe 

 Sith Amulet 

 Sith Chalice 

 W  EAPON SPECS 
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